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RMRSS 2016
About the Symposium

Now in its ninth year, the Rocky Mountain Reproductive Sciences Symposium
brings together a diverse group of scientists from across the region to discuss
advances in both human and animal reproduction that deepen our understanding
of reproductive physiology. It’s a one-day venue focused on student training, not
only to significantly improve communication and cross-fertilization of research
ideas, but also to share resources and expertise across human and animal models.
Hosted by CSU’s Animal Reproduction & Biotechnology Laboratory (ARBL) at the
Embassy Suites in Loveland, the day's events feature student abstract platform
presentations, poster sessions, and keynote lectures by two leaders in maternal
obesity and pregnancy research. Attendees include post-baccalaureate trainees,
faculty, private clinicians, and other research scientists. This event was
implemented to provide a "Bench to Bedside" thematic focus, with the aim of
fostering interaction between basic scientists, physician-scientists, and clinicians
along the Front Range in Colorado. The symposium has led to the establishment of
new collaborations between institutes to advance the field of reproductive
sciences and is a great platform for student and fellow training.
Renowned Keynote Speakers
The “bedside” keynote lecture will be delivered by Dr. Patrick Catalano from Case
Western Reserve University CTSC at MetroHealth. In his talk entitled, Clinical
Issues in Obesity and Pregnancy, Catalano will go over the big questions in obesity
and pregnancy and discuss the fact that while obesity is one of the most common
problems in pregnancy, there is very little consensus on management.
Providing the day's “bench top” keynote lecture is Dr. Peter W. Nathanielsz from
the University of Wyoming who will deliver a talk entitled Developmental
Programming of Offspring Metabolism by Maternal Obesity.
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RMRSS 2016
Program Overview

Friday, April 22, 2016
Embassy Suites
4705 Clydesdale Pkwy, Loveland, CO
Symposium Theme
“Maternal Obesity and Pregnancy”

Keynote Lectures
“Developmental Programming of Offspring Metabolism
by Maternal Obesity”
Peter W. Nathanielsz, MD, PhD, ScD, FRCOG;
University of Wyoming
&
“Clinical Issues in Obesity and Pregnancy”
Patrick M. Catalano, MD;
Case Western Reserve University
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
“Developmental programming of
offspring metabolism by maternal
obesity”
Peter Nathanielsz, MD, PhD, ScD,
FRCOG
Distinguished Professor, University of Wyoming
Peter Nathanielsz, formerly director of the Center for Pregnancy and Newborn Research at the
University of Texas Health Sciences Center, is the Distinguished Research Professor of Life
Course Studies at the University of Wyoming. He has worked in the field of pregnancy and
developmental research since beginning his PhD work in 1965. Such research is key to
prevention of everything from marked structural abnormalities such as cleft palate to the
subtle changes that we do not see in minute structures of the heart and other organs that are
now known to predispose to adult heart disease, obesity, diabetes, and many other chronic
conditions. Developmental programming affects all of us as we pass through the most plastic
periods of life as fetuses and newborns and Dr. Nathanielsz’s goal continues to be to gain a
better understanding of these processes. He wrote the first book for the general reader on
Developmental Programming entitled Life in the Womb: The origin of health and disease.
sz…..

“Clinical issues in obesity and pregnancy”
Patrick Catalano, MD
Professor, Case Western Reserve University/Metro
Health Medical Center

Patrick Catalano is former chair of, and current professor in, the Department of Reproductive
Biology at Case Western Reserve University/MetroHealth Medical Center. Catalano’s research
interests include obesity, diabetes and metabolism in pregnancy. His research includes the
longitudinal evaluation of women before and throughout pregnancy to determine the short and
long term effects maternal obesity and diabetes on both the mother and her fetus. He
established the Center for Reproductive Health in 2011 and was named the inaugural DierkerBiscotti Women's Health and Wellness Professor of Case Western Reserve University in 2015.
He received his MD from the University of Vermont College Medical College and is certified in
general obstetrics and gynecology and maternal-fetal medicine. He has over 180 peer-reviewed
5
publications and continuous National Institute of Health funding since 1987.

The Embassy Suites Hotel & Conference Center in Loveland is located off I25, exit 259. The conference will take place on the east side of the hotel
building in the Aspen, Elderberry, and Golden Globe conference rooms.
4705 Clydesdale Parkway, Loveland, CO 80538 | 970-593-6200
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PROGRAM AGENDA

8:30 am

Opening Remarks – Thomas Hansen, Ph.D.

Trainee Oral Platform Presentations
8:45 am

9:00 am

9:15 am

9:30 am

Selection using DGV-DPR and SPC in lactating dairy cows is
associated with increased IFNT and ISG15 expression and
embryo survival. Bethany E. Liebig, Jeanette Bishop, Hana Van
Campen, Ann M. Hess, Michael D. Stine, Kevin D. McSweeney,
Milton G. Thomas, Thomas R. Hansen
Influence of pulsatile hyperglycemia on insulin secretion in
IUGR fetal sheep. Brit Boehmer, Laura Brown, Stephanie
Wesolowski, William Hay, Paul Rozance
Peptidylarginine deiminase 3 catalyzes protein citrullination in
mouse mammary epithelial cells. Guangyuan Li, Brian D.
Cherrington
Effect of diet on ability of Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor A
(VEGFA) isoforms to alter follicular progression in bovine
ovarian cortical cultures. Mohamed A. Abedal-Majed, Manjula
Magamage, Rebecca Vinton, Scott Kurz, Anthony McNeel,
Harvey Freetly, Robert Cushman, Jennifer Wood, Andrea Cupp

9:45 am

Break

10:00 am

Poster Session I- Odd-Numbered Abstracts

11:15 am

Keynote Lecture: Dr. Patrick Catalano
“Clinical issues in obesity and pregnancy”
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PROGRAM AGENDA

12:15 pm

Lunch, provided by Embassy Suites

1:30 pm

Keynote Lecture: Dr. Peter Nathanielsz
“Developmental programming of offspring metabolism by maternal
obesity”

Trainee Oral Platform Presentations
2:30 pm
2:45 pm

3:00 pm

3:15 pm

The interaction between LIN28B and AR in the placenta.
McWhorter, ES, West, RC, Winger, QA, Bouma, GJ
Impaired trophoblast nutrient transport following maternal
nutrient restriction (MNR) in the baboon is alleviated by
activation of mTOR signaling. Fredrick Rosario, Peter
Nathanielsz, Cun Li, Theresa L Powell, Thomas Jansson
Fertility rates and costs associated with assisted reproductive
technologies in young women with endometrial cancer or
hyperplasia that undergo fertility sparing treatment rather than
surgical resection. Emily Eye, Jay Gertz, Andrew
Soisson, Elise Simons, Mark Dodson, Elke Jarboe, Suzanna
Khachaturyan, Megan Link, Jessica Dorais, William Johnson
Mitochondrial function differs in oocytes of aged females
matured in vitro versus in vivo. Elena Silva, Nicolas Santiquet,
Jason Herrick, William B. Schoolcraft, Rebecca L. Krisher

3:30 pm

Break

3:45 pm

Poster Session II- Even-Numbered Abstracts

5:00 pm

Awards & Closing
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STUDENT PLATFORM SESSION ABSTRACTS
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A. Selection using DGV-DPR and SPC in lactating dairy cows is associated with increased
IFNT and ISG15 expression and embryo survival.
Bethany E. Liebig, Jeanette Bishop, Hana Van Campen, Ann M. Hess, Michael D. Stine, Kevin D.
McSweeney, Milton G. Thomas and Thomas R. Hansen. Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO
Selection for fertility in dairy cows is difficult because daughter pregnancy rate (DPR) is a lowly
heritable (h2 ≤ 0.10) trait that is influenced by services per conception (SPC) and factors influencing
embryo mortality (EM). Embryo survival depends on IFNT release from the conceptus, the action of
IFN stimulated genes (ISGs) in the endometrium to block pulsatile prostaglandin F2α release, and
continued progesterone production by the corpus luteum. Genes negatively affecting IFNT and ISG
expression may increase the occurrence of EM. We hypothesized that selection for both direct
genomic value for DPR (DGV-DPR) and on-farm SPC records would be associated with increased:
1) IFNT production by the conceptus, 2) ISG expression in endometrium and peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMC), and 3) embryo survival. Freshening dairy cows (n = 86) were sorted by
DGV-DPR (determined by Clarifide®, Zoetis) and SPC into high fertile (HF; -1.3 DGV-DPR; 1.4
SPC) nonpregnant (NP) or pregnant (HP), and low fertile (LF; -2.3 DGV-DPR; 3.7 SPC) pregnant
(LP) groups (n = 7 each). Cows were estrous synchronized and time-artificially inseminated to a HF
bull (+1.8 DPR). NP cows were not inseminated. On day 16 following onset of estrus, embryos were
flushed from the uterus and typed as viable or EM based on morphology and length. Data was
analyzed using protected (P<0.05) t-test. Differential expression analysis was performed using
Bioconductor software package limma in R with P-values adjusted using the Benjamini and
Hochberg method to correct for multiple testing. DGV-DPR was negatively correlated (r = -0.52;
P<0.05) with SPC. Two of 7 embryos from HP cows and 2/5 embryos from LP cows were classified
as EM. Viable HP embryos were longer (P<0.05) than LP embryos. RNA sequenced (Illumina Hiseq; RNAseq) as pair-end reads revealed increased (P<0.01) IFNT (IFNT-3g) mRNA concentrations
in HP and LP compared to EM conceptuses, which was consistent with increased (P<0.05) IFNT
protein in UF from HP compared to LP and NP cows. Endometrial ISG15 mRNA concentrations
determined by RTqPCR and RNAseq were upregulated (P<0.05) in HP and LP cows compared to
EM cows. ISG15 mRNA (RNAseq) concentrations in PBMC were not different between groups as
the EM group was highly variable; however, RTqPCR analysis showed increased ISG15 mRNA
concentrations in PBMC from HP compared to LP or NP cows. EM conceptuses had greater
apoptotic gene expression (e.g., caspase 8 and 13 (P<0.001); caspase recruitment domain 9 and 11
(P<0.001); CASP8 and FADD-like apoptosis regulator (P<0.01)) and lower anti-apoptotic expression
(e.g., apoptosis and caspase activation inhibitor (P<0.05); cytokine induced apoptosis inhibitor 1
(P<0.05)) by RNAseq compared to HP and LP. EM conceptuses had greater immune response gene
expression such as chemokines (e.g., chemokine C-C motif ligand 5) and chemokine receptors (e.g.,
chemokine C-C motif receptor 1) (P<0.001). In conclusion, EM was associated with shorter
conceptuses producing less IFNT, with simultaneous induction of apoptotic and immune response
gene expression, and impaired maternal endometrial and PBMC responses to establish and maintain
pregnancy. Furthermore, selection of dairy cows using DGV-DPR and on-farm SPC records may
improve fertility by selection for robust IFNT production by the embryo, ISG induction in
endometrium and PBMCs, and increased embryo survival. Funded by Zoetis Inc and USDA
(WAAESD) W2112.
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B. Influence of pulsatile hyperglycemia on insulin secretion in IUGR fetal sheep.

Brit Boehmer, Laura Brown, Stephanie Wesolowski, William Hay, Paul Rozance. Perinatal Research
Center, University of Colorado, Denver
Glucose stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS) is greater in normal fetuses than in intrauterine growth
restricted (IUGR) fetuses and 7 d of pulsatile hyperglycemia (PHG) increases fetal GSIS in normal
fetuses. The influence of glycemic patterns on fetal GSIS in IUGR sheep, however, has not been
defined. Therefore, twin fetal sheep from placental insufficiency IUGR pregnancies were used to
evaluate the effect of PHG (n = 7 fetuses) versus saline-infused controls (SAL; n = 7 fetuses) on fetal
insulin secretion. At ~119 dGA, indwelling catheters were surgically placed in the abdominal aorta
and femoral vein of each fetus. Each twin was randomly assigned to either PHG or SAL treatments 5
to 7 d after surgery. Fetal PHG was induced by 1) constant, basal infusions of 33% dextrose (D33;
w/v) into the fetus, and 2) three 60 min pulses of D33 each day (0900, 1500, 2100 h). Basal
infusions and pulses targeted an increase in fetal glucose concentrations of 20% and 80%,
respectively and were continued for 7 d. On the final day of study, fetal square wave hyperglycemic
clamps were used to measure GSIS and arginine boluses were administered to measure glucose
potentiated arginine stimulated insulin secretion (ASIS). Blood samples were collected each day,
before (PRE) and after (POST) 60 min infusions and regularly during GSIS (-15 to 90 min; glucose
clamp initiated at 0 min) and ASIS (105 to 140 min). Blood gases, pH, and oximetry, and plasma
concentrations of glucose, insulin, and norepinephrine were measured. Fetal pancreata were
harvested after euthanasia, stored at -80 °C and total RNA was extracted before analysis by qPCR.
Baseline (-5 to -15 min), early (5 to 45 min), and late (60 to 90 min) phases were used to describe
changes during GSIS. Data were analyzed by ANOVA using PROC MIXED (SAS Inst. Inc.; Cary,
N.C.). Plasma glucose concentrations increased 18% (P < 0.001) during daily basal infusions in
PHG fetuses compared with SAL. Compared with PRE plasma glucose concentrations, plasma
glucose during POST was 76% greater (P < 0.001) in PHG fetuses. During the 7 d infusion, plasma
insulin concentrations did not differ (P = 0.48) between PHG (0.18 ± 0.02 ng/mL) and SAL fetuses
(0.16 ± 0.02 ng/mL). A treatment x day interaction occurred for plasma concentrations of lactate
during infusions (P < 0.001). Fetal blood pH, pCO2, pO2, hematocrit, and sO2 were not influenced
by treatment (P = 0.22) during the 7 d before GSIS. Prior to GSIS, PHG and SAL fetuses had similar
(P = 0.28) plasma concentrations of norepinephrine. Although GSIS was stimulated in both
treatments (P < 0.001), early and late phase plasma insulin did not differ (P = 0.62) between PHG
(0.77 ± 0.17, 0.92 ± 0.17 ng/mL; respectively) and SAL (0.58 ± 0.17, 0.77 ± 0.17 ng/mL;
respectively). Similar ASIS occurred in PHG (P = 0.01; 1.69 ± 0.36 ng/mL) and SAL fetuses (1.56 ±
0.36 ng/mL) and arginine influenced insulin secretion (P ≤ 0.01). Insulin mRNA abundance did not
differ (P = 0.12) between PHG and SAL fetal pancreases. Unlike our previous findings in the
normally-grown fetus, 1 week of PHG did not influence GSIS in the IUGR fetus. These results
indicate IUGR fetuses may have a reduced insulin response to varying glycemic patterns compared
with normal fetuses, consistent with blunted GSIS response in IUGR fetuses under basal conditions.
Further evaluation of glycemic patterns may provide insight into mechanisms which regulate insulin
secretion in IUGR offspring.
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C. Peptidylarginine Deiminase 3 Catalyzes Protein Citrullination in Mouse Mammary
Epithelial Cells.
Guangyuan Li, Brian D. Cherrington
Department of Zoology and Physiology, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming
Peptidylarginine deiminase (PAD) enzymes post-translationally convert arginine into neutral
citrulline residues. Our recent studies show that PAD3 is highly expressed in the mouse mammary
epithelial CID-9 cell line and in the lactating mouse mammary gland with highest expression on
lactation day 9 (L9). Imaging studies illustrate that PAD3 localizes to the cytoplasmic and nuclear
compartment in mammary epithelial cells. Therefore, our first objective was to investigate if PAD3
catalyzes protein citrullination in CID-9 cells and lactating mammary glands. To determine this,
CID-9 cells were treated overnight with 50 μM Cl4-amidine, a PAD3 specific inhibitor. Following
treatment, cells were lysed and equal concentrations of lysates were examined by western blots
following the anti-modified citrulline protocol. Our results show that inhibition of PAD3 results in a
decrease in the level of citrullinated proteins in CID-9 cells. Consistent with the timing of PAD3
expression in vivo, multiple citrullinated proteins are present in L1 and L9 lactating mouse mammary
glands. Detailed examination of L1 and L9 mammary gland lysates by western blot shows that
histone H3 residues 2, 8, and 17 are citrullinated. We are currently using a biotin phenylglyoxal
(Biotin-PG) probe to label all citrullinated proteins in lactating mammary glands. Following
streptavidin immunoprecipitation, we plan to identify citrullinated proteins by mass spectrometry. In
conclusion, our work demonstrates that PAD3 citrullinates multiple proteins in the mouse mammary
epithelial CID-9 cell line and in the lactating mouse mammary gland.
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D. Effect of diet on ability of Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor A (VEGFA) isoforms to alter
follicular progression in bovine ovarian cortical cultures.
Mohamed A. Abedal-Majed1, Manjula Magamage2, Rebecca Vinton1, Scott Kurz,1 Anthony K.
McNeel3, Harvey C. Freetly3, Robert A Cushman3, Jennifer R. Wood1, Andrea S. Cupp1*
Department of Animal Science, 1 University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska
Department of Livestock Production 2, Sabaragamuwa University of Sri Lanka
USDA, ARS, U.S. Meat Animal Research Center, Clay Center3, NE 68933
The objective of this study was to determine the effect of changes in diet on ability of VEGFA
isoforms to alter follicle progression in bovine ovarian cortex cultures. Our hypothesis was that diet
would affect the magnitude of VEGFA isoform actions on follicular development. Heifers (n = 30)
received Control diet (30% alfalfa hay, 69.8% corn silage, 0.2% salt) before 6 heifers were
ovariectomized at 8 months of age (collection 1). The remaining 24 heifers were divided into 2
treatment groups and offered different diets for 84 days: Controls (228 Kcal ME/BW Kg 0.75) or StairStep (157 Kcal ME/BW Kg 0.75). Six heifers were ovariectomized from each group (collection 2).
Diets were then administered to increase Stair-Step (277 Kcal ME/BW Kg 0.75) and maintain control
diet (228 Kcal ME/BW Kg 0.75) for 63 days ending with ovariectomy (collections 3). At each
ovariectomy, ovarian cortical strips and RNA were collected. Ovary cross sections were fixed,
embedded, and 5 sections of 6μm thickness from each heifer, were stained with hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E), and cortex and medulla area were measured. Other cortical strips were cultured for 7
days in Waymouth’s MB 752/1 medium supplemented with antibiotics, ITS and BSA and either 50
ng/ml of angiogenic VEGFA165 (rhVEGF165; R&D Systems) alone, antiangiogenic VEGFA165b
(rhVEGF165b; R&D Systems) alone, a combination of VEGFA165 and VEGFA165b; or PBS
(control). After 7 days of culture, the cortical strips were fixed and embedded in paraffin and 4-5
sections of 5μm thickness were taken from each block. Slides of cortex sections were stained with
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for follicle staging. Follicle stages were analyzed by three different
technicians with procedures previously published. No differences were detected via QPCR for Kdr,
Pecam, VE-cadherin and Nrp-1 mRNA in collection 1 or 2. In collection 3, VE-cadherin and Nrp-1
mRNA were increased in Stair-Steps (P < 0.05). There were no interactions of in vitro VEGFA
isoform treatments with in vivo diets at any collection time. However, VEGFA165 increased
follicular progression to later stages of development and VEGFA165b inhibited the action of
VEGFA165 overall. In histological sections, Stair-Step heifers had less primordial follicles (P = 0.01)
at collection 2 while at collection 3, they had more primordial follicles (P = 0.001) than Control
heifers. Interestingly at collection 2, a greater percent of the ovarian area was occupied by cortex
after feed restriction than after increased energy at collection 3 in Stair-Step heifers (P<0.01)
suggesting vasculature in the medulla may have contributed to this change. Thus, we can conclude
from these results that VEGFA isoform, VEGFA165, can stimulate follicle progression independent
of diet. Antiangiogenic isoform VEGFA165b inhibited VEGFA165-dependent stimulation of
follicular progression, suggesting that VEGFA165b can antagonize the actions of angiogenic isoform
VEGFA165. These bovine cortical cultures are an excellent model to understand the mechanisms of
VEGFA isoforms in vitro; especially since restricted or enhanced in vivo diet does not impair or
affect their actions on follicular progression in bovine cortical cultures. USDA is an equal
opportunity provider and employer.
Key words: Follicle, Heifer, Ovary, Diet and VEGFA isoforms
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E. The Interaction Between LIN28B and AR in the Placenta.

McWhorter, ES, West, RC, Winger, QA, Bouma, GJ
Preeclampsia (PE) and intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) are significant causes of infant and
maternal disorders, which can lead to long-term health effects in the child. PE is thought to account
for approximately 12% of maternal deaths while IUGR affects up to 8% of pregnancies in the United
States. Over the past 25 years, the maternal mortality rate in the United States has continued to
increase and experts believe this association is linked to pre-existing hypertensive diseases, a
significant risk factor for developing PE. In humans, impaired trophoblast differentiation and
invasion into the maternal spiral arteries is thought to be an underlying cause associated with these
placental disorders as studies evaluating placentas in women with preeclampsia consistently show
maternal and fetal vascular abnormalities. LIN28 is an RNA-binding protein necessary for
maintaining pluripotency in stems cells and our studies have shown a role for LIN28 in trophoblast
cell differentiation. Recently, LIN28B was reported to regulate AR signaling through its actions on
Let-7 miRNA in human prostate cancer. This is significant, as PE patients have significantly
increased circulating serum androgens and increased placental expression of androgen receptor (AR).
Our preliminary studies have revealed that AR plays a role in placental angiogenesis, possibly
through its interaction with VEGFA. Therefore it is possible that trophoblast differentiation and
placental development involves a molecular interaction between LIN28 and AR. The hypothesis of
this study is LIN28 regulates AR through Let-7 microRNAs in trophoblast cells, leading to placental
differentiation. A human first trimester trophoblast (ACH3P) LIN28B knockdown cell line was
constructed using lentiviral-based pLKO.1-puro vectors to target LIN28B. LIN28B mRNA and
protein knockdown was confirmed using qRT-PCR and western blot. Small RNAs were extracted
from scramble control and LIN28B knockdown (KD) cells and relative miRNA levels were analyzed
using qRT-PCR. Let-7e, Let-7f, and Let-7i levels were significantly increased (p<0.05) in ACH3P
LIN28B KD cells compared to non-target scramble control cells. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis
revealed AR levels were significantly decreased (p = 0.02) in ACH3P LIN28B KD cells compared to
non-target scramble controls. Furthermore, ERVW-1 levels were increased in ACH3P LIN28B KD
cells compared to non-target scramble control (p = 0.002). Human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG)
concentrations in culture media were determined via ELISA at 24, 48, and 72-hour time points and
were increased in cell culture media from LIN28B KD cells compared to non-target scramble
controls (p < 0.01). ACH3P wild type and LIN28B KD cells were treated with specific Let-7 mimics
to demonstrate that the effects of LIN28 on AR were due to Let-7. These data suggest that there is a
molecular interaction between LIN28 and AR and understanding the regulation of human trophoblast
differentiation and molecular events that control placental growth and development is crucial for
better understanding the underlying causes of placental diseases.
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F. Impaired trophoblast nutrient transport following maternal nutrient restriction (MNR) in
the baboon is alleviated by activation of mTOR signaling.
1Fredrick

J Rosario, 3,4Peter W Nathanielsz, 3,4Cun Li, 1,2Theresa L Powell and 1Thomas Jansson.
1Department of OB/GYN, and 2Department of Pediatrics, University of Colorado Anschutz Medical
Campus, Aurora, CO, 3Southwest National Primate Research Center and 4Department of Animal
Science, University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY
Introduction: Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) is associated with perinatal morbidity and
mortality, and increases disease risk later in life. Changes in placental function are similar in IUGR
of various etiologies, such as maternal undernutrition and impaired utero-placental blood flow.
Restricted fetal growth is characterized by inhibition of placental mechanistic target of rapamycin
complex 1 (mTORC1) and mTORC2 signaling and down-regulation of placental nutrient
transporters. These changes are believed to directly contribute to the restricted fetal growth because
mTOR signaling is a positive regulator of placental amino acid transport. We hypothesized that
mTOR activation in primary trophoblast cells isolated from placentas of baboons subjected to MNR
will improve placental insulin responsiveness, restore normal placental insulin-mTORC1/2 signaling
and nutrient uptake capacity.
Methods: Pregnant baboons were fed either a control (n=8) or MNR diet (70% of control, n=8) from
30 days gestation (G) At 140 days G, placentas were collected. Primary Baboon Trophoblast (PBT)
cells were isolated, cultured for 18 h and transfected with siRNA targeting DEPTOR (activation of
mTORC1/2) or scrambled siRNA (control). PBT cells were allowed to syncytialize in culture and
incubated in 5.8 ng ml−1 insulin and 300 ng ml−1 insulin-like growth factor 1 from 66 to 90 h in
culture. System A and L amino acid transport activity was measured at 90 hours.
Results: Basal System A (-66%, p<0.01) and L (-70%, p<0.01) uptake was decreased and growth
factors failed to stimulate System A/L uptake in MNR PBT cells as compared to control cells.
Transfection with DEPTOR siRNA increased basal System A (+114%, p<0.001) and L uptake (+85%,
p<0.01) and restored growth factor stimulation of amino acid uptake in MNR PBT cell.
Conclusion: In a pregnant baboon nutrient restriction model with similarities to human IUGR,
activation of mTORC1/2 signaling in MNR PBT restored insulin responsiveness and System A and L
nutrient transport. Intervention strategies aiming at activating placental mTOR signaling may be
effective to normalize placental nutrient transport and enhance fetal growth in IUGR. Grant support:
NIH-HD 21350.
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G. Fertility rates and costs associated with assisted reproductive technologies in young women
with endometrial cancer or hyperplasia that undergo fertility sparing treatment rather than
surgical resection.
Emily Eye, MD, Jay Gertz, PhD, Andrew Soisson, MD, Elise Simons, MD, Mark Dodson, MD, Elke
Jarboe, MD, Suzanna Khachaturyan, Megan Link, MD, Jessica Dorais, MD, William Johnson
Objectives: Prevalence of endometrial cancer is increasing slightly as is the proportion of women
with this malignancy who are less than 50 years of age. This trend is likely due to the increased
incidence of obesity in American women. The objective of this retrospective investigation was to
determine the fertility rates and costs associated with fertility investigation in a cohort of women
with endometrial cancer (EMC) or endometrial intraepithelial neoplasia (EIN) who elected to
undergo fertility sparing treatment of their condition rather than hysterectomy.
Methods: We identified women with EMC or EIN less than age 40 by review of tumor registry data
and ICD-9 billing codes from 2004-2014 at our institution. Fertility rates were calculated for the
entire group and the cost of all fertility investigations were calculated in a representative sample of
four women. All of the women in this investigation elected to undergo therapy with either oral or
intra-uterine high-dose progesterone rather than hysterectomy.
Results: Thirty-three women, 11 with EMC and 22 with EIN, were identified and included in our
study. All participants underwent progesterone therapy followed by repeat biopsy to assess response
to treatment in the endometrium after six-nine months of treatment. Five of the 11 (45%) women
with malignancy, and 18 of 22 (82%) with EIN had resolution of their lesion on subsequent biopsy.
None of the women with EMC achieved pregnancy and 6/22 (27%) with EIN were able to get
pregnant. For the entire group, 6/33 (18%) were able to achieve pregnancy. In the six women who
became pregnant 5 had a full-term gestation and one had a second trimester pregnancy loss. Five of
11 women with EMC and 10/22 with EIN were referred for reproductive endocrinology (REI)
consultation after resolution of their hyperplasia or malignancy. In these 15 women, 13 had
anovulation syndrome (87%), one had decreased ovarian reserve, and one had a uterine leiomyoma
as their suspected etiology of their infertility. Three of 15 (20%) women who were evaluated by REI
physicians attained pregnancy compared to 3/18 (17%) who did not undergo REI consultation
(P=NS). We calculated the costs associated with fertility investigation in four women with EMC.
These costs included surgical fees, imaging, progesterone treatment, laboratory analysis, pharmacy
costs, and all infertility investigation costs. The average total costs per patient was approximately
$19,953.
Conclusions: In young women with EMC or EIN, it is reasonable to consider fertility sparing
treatment utilizing progesterone rather than hysterectomy. However, the likelihood of response after
6 months of treatment ranges from 45-82%. Fertility rates for women with malignancy were zero,
and the costs associated with treatment and infertility analysis were significant. These factors should
be considered carefully when fertility-sparing treatments are considered in these high-risk women.
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H. Mitochondrial function differs in oocytes of aged females matured in vitro versus in vivo.

Elena Silva, Nicolas Santiquet, Jason Herrick, William B. Schoolcraft, Rebecca L. Krisher. Colorado
Center for Reproductive Medicine, Lone Tree, CO
In oocytes, energy from mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation is a key component that regulates
oocyte competence. However, it is not completely understood how mitochondrial dynamics are
altered in oocytes from females of advanced maternal age (AMA), compared to young females
undergoing in vivo (IVO, Experiment 1) or in vitro (IVM, Experiment 2) maturation. Oocytes from
Young (2 mo) and AMA (13.5 mo) outbred CF1 mice were analyzed for mitochondrial membrane
potential (MMP), spindle organization, ATP content and gene expression. MMP was assessed using
JC-1 staining in three different regions (pericortical, intermediate and central). Continuous data (ATP
and MMP) were analyzed by one way ANOVA. Binomial data (spindle abnormalities, chromosomal
misalignment and pattern of JC-1 fluorescence) were analyzed using GLIMMIX. For relative
quantification of gene expression, data were analyzed using REST software and values normalized to
PPIA gene expression. In experiment 1, IVO oocytes were collected after ovarian stimulation with 5
IU PMSG and hCG, given 48h apart. While ATP was not different between oocytes from Young
(0.57±0.03 pmol/oocyte) and AMA (0.56±0.02 pmol/oocyte) females, there was an increase (P<0.01)
in spindle abnormalities in oocytes from AMA females (45.5% vs. 25.0%, Young) that was
accompanied by a decrease (P =0.003) in MMP in the pericortical region of oocytes from AMA (0.8
±0.06) compared to Young (1.1±0.05) females. There were no differences in the expression of the
genes analyzed (Sirtuin 1, TFAM and GLUT1). In experiment 2, ovaries from Young and AMA
females were collected 46 h after PMSG and cumulus oocyte complexes (COC) cultured for 18 h in a
defined maturation medium. A subgroup of COC from AMA females were cultured in the presence of
α-lipoic acid (10 µM), α-tocopherol (250 µM), hypotaurine (1mM), and N-acetyl cysteine (1mM) to
assess the impact of antioxidants during IVM (AMA+AntiOX). After IVM, ATP did not differ in
Young, AMA or AMA+AntiOX oocytes (0.54±0.03, 0.58±0.02 and 0.60±0.03 pmol/oocyte,
respectively). There was a tendency (P=0.06) for AMA females (37.1%) to have a greater percentage
of oocytes with chromosomal misalignment than Young (4. 8%) or AMA+AntiOX (20.6%). While
MMP in the pericortical region was not altered (1.75 ±0.22, 3.04 ± 0.5 and 2.57 ± 0.27 for Young,
AMA and AMA+AntiOX, respectively), there was a significant (P<0.01) increase in MMP in the
intermediate region of AMA oocytes (3.10± 0.53) compared to Young (0.55±0.12) and
AMA+AntiOX (0.78±0.16). This increase in MMP was associated with up regulation of the
mitochondrial gene TFAM and the glucose transporter GLUT1 in oocytes from aged females. These
data indicate that oocytes from AMA females have a distinct mitochondrial phenotype depending on
maturation conditions. AMA IVO oocytes have decreased MMP suggesting poor mitochondrial
function, while AMA IVM oocytes have increased MMP and up regulation of mitochondrial genes
suggesting a compensatory mechanism. These results have important implications for clinical ART in
patients of AMA, to develop specific treatments to correct distinct mitochondrial dysfunction.
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1. CRISPR/Cas9-based Genome Editing is an Efficient Tool to Create Knockout of Multiple
Genes in Human Trophoblast Stem Cells.
Asghar Ali, Erin E McWhorter, Rachel West, Gerrit J Bouma and Quinton A Winger
LIN28 is an RNA binding protein with two homologues, LIN28A and LIN28B that are highly
expressed in undifferentiated cells. Lin28 regulates the proliferation and differentiation of trophoblast
stem cells and hence is a major player in placental development. In previous studies, we knocked
down either LIN28A or LIN28B using shRNA constructs which led to decreased cell proliferation
and increased differentiation of trophoblast cells. The attempt to create a double knockout (KO) of
both LIN28 homologues using shRNA was not successful. In this study, we created a double KO
trophoblast cell line using Clustered Regulatory Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)
Cas9-based genome editing. For this purpose, two different vectors; lentiCRISPR v2 and pLXsgRNA (Addgene) were used. LentiCRISPRV2 is a puromycin resistant vector that expresses Cas-9
and sgRNA with lentiviral delivery. pLX-sgRNA is a blasticidin resistant vector that expresses only
sgRNA also with lentiviral delivery. At first, a LIN28A mutation was created in ACH3P cells using
lentiCRISPR v2. Initially western blot showed a partial KO of LIN28A. To create a complete KO of
LIN28A, two different strategies were adopted. First, single cells were picked from this partial
LIN28A KO cell line and were grown as single cell clones. Using this method, twelve different cell
lines were grown which showed different concentration of Lin28A in western blot, including one cell
line with absolute KO of Lin28A. Second, the original cell line with partial KO of LIN28A was reinfected with lentiCRIPSR v2 with the same LIN28A target gRNA. This also resulted in a complete
LIN28A KO. To create the LIN28A and LIN28B double KO, these complete LIN28A KO cells were
then infected with pLX-sgRNA or lentiCRIPSR v2 vector expressing guide for LIN28B. This pLXsgRNA, would create mutation if LIN28A lentiCRISPR v2 was still expressing the Cas-9 in these
cells. Western blot confirmed a greater LIN28B KO from the LIN28B lentiCRIPSR v2 vector
infection compared to LIN28B pLX-sgRNA vector. The PCR products of both LIN28A and LIN28B
were sent for sequence analysis which confirmed the mutation of both genes. This data indicates that
CRISPR Cas-9 delivered to cells by two independent infections of lentiCRISPR v2 is an effective
strategy for creating a double KO in human trophoblast cells. The double KO cell line will be used to
determine the role of LIN28A and LIN28B in trophoblast stem cell proliferation and differentiation
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3. Timing of superovulation and embryo collection in North American bison.

Hayley Benham, Zella Brink, Will Falbo, Jennifer Barfield, Mathew McCollum, Jack Rhyan.
Colorado State University Fort Collins, CO; USDA/APHIS, Fort Collins, CO
Bison from Yellowstone National Park have a unique genetic history that makes them a conservation
priority for the species. Unfortunately, there is a high prevalence of the zoonotic disease brucellosis
in the herd. The goal of this study was to determine the best day to collect embryos after
superovulation of bison for the purpose of transferring the embryos into disease-free recipients and
generating genetically valuable, Brucella-free offspring. Five Brucella-positive bison cows from
Yellowstone National Park were synchronized and superovulated using two injections of follicle
stimulating hormone (FSH, Folltropin-V, Vetoquinol) 48 hours apart (total of 400 mg i.m.) and 25 mg
i.m. prostaglandin F2-alpha (PG) with the last FSH injection. Females then were immediately
moved to a pen with multiple bulls for natural breeding. Video recordings were captured for 4 days to
determine when cows were bred. Reproductive tracts were collected from females 7 (n=3) or 8 (n=2)
days after observed breeding. Embryos were recovered from the oviduct and uterus separately to
determine the location of embryos 7 or 8 days after breeding by flushing 30-120 mL of lactated
Ringer’s through the oviduct or uterus. Embryos were isolated from the collected media and
evaluated for stage of development and quality before being frozen in straws using a slow freeze
method. Evaluation of recordings indicated that all females were bred 48-60 hours after the last FSH
injection. Embryos collected 7 days post-breeding reached the morula and 16-cell stage, while
embryos collected 8 days post-breeding were at the blastocyst stage of development. All embryos
were found in the uterine horns, except in one female, which had two unfertilized ova in the oviducts
7 days post-breeding. Embryonic structures recovered compared to the number of observed CLs for
each cow were 8:8, 5:5, 1:1, 4:8, and 0:1.The mean number of total embryonic structures recovered
from bison on day 7 and 8 were 4.0±4.0 and 3.0±2.8, respectively. The mean number of viable
embryos, unfertilized ova, and degenerate embryos recovered from bison on day 7 and 8 were
2.0±3.4, 3.0±1.7, 0.3±0.6 and 2±2.8, 0, 1±0, respectively. Two embryos were thawed by holding the
straw in air for 8 sec followed by submersion in a warm water bath (35°C). Embryos were expelled
from the straw and washed through a 0.2% trypsin solution per IETS guidelines prior to transfer to
recipient bison in Sept 2015. Pregnancy rates will be determined in spring of 2016. Determining
when females enter estrus after superovulation and embryos enter the uterus in bison could improve
the success rates of embryo recovery. These results suggest that superovulated bison enter estrus
approximately 2-2.5 d after the last FSH and PG injection and that all embryos have moved into the
uterus 8 days post insemination. Superovulation coupled with embryo washing can provide a
mechanism by which genetics from Yellowstone bison with brucellosis can be preserved, resulting in
offspring without brucellosis.
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5. The role of claudin-4 in ovarian cancer resistance to apoptosis.

Christopher Breed, Kian Behbakht, James R Lambert, Carly Galimanis, Andrew Bradford, and Heidi
K. Baumgartner. University of Colorado Denver Anschutz Medical Campus, Aurora, Colorado
Ovarian cancer has the highest mortality of the gynecologic malignancies, claiming the lives of more
than 14,000 US women annually. While Platinum (i.e cisplatin) and Taxane (i.e. paclitaxel) based
regimens are the mainstay chemotherapeutics used in the treatment of ovarian cancer, recurrences
almost universally develop chemotherapeutic resistance, making them particularly difficult to treat.
The molecular mechanisms governing ovarian cancer cell survival and resistance to the apoptotic
inducing ability of chemotherapies is poorly understood. A majority of epithelial ovarian cancers
aberrantly overexpress a transmembrane protein Claudin-4, a known tight-junction protein which
interacts with the extracellular environment as well as intracellular signaling pathways. Claudin-4
expression in ovarian cancer has been linked to both the stem-like populations of ovarian cancer cells
and to their resistance to first line chemotherapies. Together these associations suggest that claudin-4
expression may play a functional role in ovarian cancer cell survival and to the frequent recurrence
we see clinically. We previously developed a claudin mimetic peptide (CMP) which disrupts
extracellular interactions of claudin-4 and activates apoptosis in normal epithelium. We hypothesized
that aberrant claudin-4 overexpression in ovarian cancer cells contributes to their resistance to the
apoptotic inducing effects of chemotherapy and disruption of claudin-4 can rescue apoptotic
response. To test this hypothesis we performed in vitro experiments with ovarian cancer cell lines
that we divided into Claudin-4 over-expressers (cld4 high: OVCAR3 and SKOV3) and those with
low or absent claudin-4 expression (cld4 low: OVCAR4 and OVCAR8). We performed
immunofluorescence on cells grown to ~70% confluence staining for cleaved caspase-3 (an indicator
for apoptosis) to demonstrates that loss of claudin-4 expression or disruption of claudin-4 activity
with a mimic peptide can increase ovarian tumor cell sensitivity to apoptotic stimuli. Claudin-4 was
inhibited using CMP and inhibitory shRNA was used to silence claudin-4 expression. Using similar
techniques of immunofluorescence staining for cleaved caspase-3, we found that cell lines in the
claudin-4 high group were more resistant to the apoptosis inducing effects of both Cisplatin and
Paclitaxel than cell lines with low or absent claudin-4 expression. As expected when cld4 high cells
were treated with CMP there was an induction of apoptosis. No significant induction of apoptosis
was seen in cld4 low cells or in cld4 high cells where claudin-4 had been knocked down with the
inhibitory shRNA. Interestingly when cld4 high cells were treated with paclitaxel while also
inhibiting claudin-4 function with CMP, an enhanced pro-apoptotic effect was seen beyond what
could be explained by either treatment alone. There was no enhancement seen in the co-treatment
with Cisplatin and CMP. Additionally there was no enhancement of apoptosis by paclitaxel when
inhibiting claudin-4 in the cld4 low cells. Taken together these findings suggest that claudin-4
overexpression plays a unique role in ovarian cancer cell resistance to the apoptotic inducing effects
of chemotherapies and that claudin-4’s interaction with the apoptotic pathway may overlap with how
paclitaxel induces apoptosis. This represents a novel function of claudin-4 and may represent an
interesting therapeutic target in the treatment of ovarian cancer.
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7. Effects of fish meal supplementation on the sensitivity of the corpus luteum to low doses of
PGF2a in the cow.
Patrick Burns, Peter Graham, Michele Plewes, Jason Bruemmer, Terry Engle. University of Northern
Colorado, Greeley, CO; Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO
Progesterone is a hormone that is essential for the establishment and maintenance of pregnancy in the
cow. The corpus luteum (CL) is an endocrine gland that is responsible for the synthesis and secretion
of progesterone. In the bovine, prostaglandin (PG) F2a is released by the uterus in a pulsatile manner
late in the estrous cycle to cause functional (inhibition of progesterone synthesis) and structural
regression of the CL. The objective of the current study was to determine the effects of fish meal
supplementation on the structure and function of the CL in repose to low doses of PGF2a. Twenty-six
non-lactating beef cows were stratified by body weight and were randomly assigned to receive
supplement consisting of corn gluten meal (n = 13; 5% dry matter intake) or fish meal (n = 13; 5%
dry matter intake). Supplements were added to a mixed hay grass diet and individually fed for 60
days. At approximately day 60 of supplementation, cows were given four intrauterine infusions at 6 h
intervals consisting of 0.25 mL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or 0.5 mg PGF2a in PBS.
Treatments were infused into the uterine horn ipsilateral to the ovary bearing the CL beginning
between days 10 – 12 of the estrous cycle. Cows in each supplement group were randomly assigned
to one of three treatments: 1) 4X PBS (n = 4 control; n = 3 fish meal) 2) 4X PGF2a (n = 3 control; n =
3 fish meal) or 3) 2X PGF2a (n = 6 control; n = 7 fish meal). Blood samples were collected at time of
first infusion (0 h) and at 3 h intervals for the first 24 h and every 6 h for the next 24 h and analyzed
for progesterone. Functional regression of the CL was considered when serum progesterone declined
below < 1 ng/mL. Diameter and area of CL were determined at the time of uterine infusion and at
the last blood sample collection using transrectal ultrasonography. Serum progesterone remained > 1
ng/mL and size of CL remained unchanged during the sampling period for cows administered 4X
PBS and did not differ between supplementation groups (P > 0.10). Serum progesterone decreased
below 1 ng/mL within 24 h for all control cows receiving 4X PGF2a and 66% of cows supplemented
with fish meal. Likewise, serum progesterone declined to < 1ng/mL within 30 h in all control cows
and 57% of cows supplemented with fish meal administered 2X PGF2a. Regardless of dietary
supplementation, diameter and area of CL decreased for cows administered PGF2a but were smaller
when compared to cows administered PBS (P < 0.01). These data indicate that fish meal
supplementation attenuates low dose intrauterine infusion of PGF2a on functional but not structural
regression of the CL. This project was supported by National Research Initiative Competitive Grant
no. 2013-6715-20966 from the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture to P.D.B.
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9. Hypoxia Potentiates Gluconeogenic Activation in Intrauterine Growth Restricted Fetal
Sheep Hepatocytes.
Sydney L. Coates, Laura D. Brown, Paul J. Rozance, Stephanie R. Wesolowski. University of
Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus, Aurora, CO
Fetal hypoxia is present in pregnancies complicated by ischemic placental disease such as placental
insufficiency-induced intrauterine growth restriction (PI-IUGR), as well as in pregnancies
complicated by maternal obesity and diabetes. Offspring from these pregnancies have an increased
life-long risk for metabolic diseases including diabetes. Thus, understanding the initiating role of
fetal hypoxia in dysregulated hepatic metabolism is critical. PI-IUGR fetal sheep are hypoglycemic
and hypoxic, and have increased hepatic glucose production (HGP) which persists during a
hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp, demonstrating hepatic insulin resistance. The role of fetal
hypoxia in increased fetal HGP and hepatic insulin sensitivity has yet to be assessed. We
hypothesized that hypoxia exposure to the fetal liver increases expression of gluconeogenic genes
and downregulates insulin signaling, both mechanisms that contribute to increased HGP and hepatic
insulin resistance. To test this, we used primary fetal hepatocytes isolated from control (CON) and
PI-IUGR fetal sheep and 1) measured HGP rate and 2) exposed hepatocytes to hypoxia (3% O2) in
vitro to determine if hypoxia stimulates the expression of gluconeogenic genes (PCK1 and PGC1A)
and the activation of stress response protein (AMPK) and insulin signaling proteins (AKT and
FOXO1). After 24 hours in glucose-free media, PI-IUGR hepatocytes had increased glucose
production rate compared to CON hepatocytes, supporting maintenance of the observed in vivo
phenotype. In CON and PI-IUGR hepatocytes, hypoxia for 4 hours increased PCK1 and PGC1A
expression. PGC1A expression remained increased after hypoxia for 24 hours. In CON and PI-IUGR
hepatocytes, FOXO1 phosphorylation was unaffected by 4 hours of hypoxia exposure, but AKT
phosphorylation was increased by 4 hours of hypoxia exposure. CON hepatocytes had increased
phosphorylated AMPK with 4 hours of hypoxia, as expected, but hypoxia did not increase
phosphorylation of AMPK in PI-IUGR hepatocytes. Dysregulated AMPK signaling along with
increased expression of gluconeogenic genes in response to hypoxia exposure may provide a link to
persistently increased HGP in IUGR fetuses with hypoxia. This research was supported by NIH R03DK102972.
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11. Comparison of extenders for refreezing equine semen for intracytoplasmic sperm injection.

Raul Gonzalez-Castro, Fabio Amoroso Sanches, James K. Graham and Elaine Carnevale
Department of Biomedical Sciences, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA
Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) is a reliable technique for assisted fertilization in horses.
When semen availability is limited, straws are often thawed, diluted and refrozen to optimize use for
ICSI. We wanted to examine the effect of refreezing on stallion semen and compare three
commercial extenders for refreezing semen: 1) BOT (Botucrio®, Betlabs, Lexington, KY), 2)
EZFMAX (E-Z Freezin® Cryomax™ MFR5, Animal Reproduction Systems, Chino, CA), and 3)
EZF (E-Z Freezin™ MFR5, ARS). Two frozen straws from the same collection were obtained for 17
stallions; semen was collected and frozen in different facilities and with extenders. For each stallion,
one straw was used for an initial evaluation of semen parameters, and the other straw was refrozen
(RF). Prior to refreezing, straws were thawed (37°C for 30 sec), divided into three aliquots, and
suspended in refreezing extenders. Semen was packed in 0.5-ml straws and refrozen over nitrogen
vapor for 15 min, then plunged into liquid nitrogen. Sperm were analyzed for: total motility (CASA,
Sperm Vision®, Minitube, Germany), morphology (Hancock stain, ARS), live/dead (Hancock stain),
hypo-osmotic swelling (HOS, membrane function), and sperm chromatin dispersion (DNA
fragmentation). Two-sample t-test, ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison of means were used for
analyses. Sperm quality parameters (means±SD) were reduced when frozen semen was refrozen,
respectively, for total motility (40.8±12.6 and 19.4±9.6%, P<0.0001), live/dead (62.7±10.3 and
52.4±8.1%, P<0.0001), and HOS (33.4±9.1 and 17.7±7.3%, P<0.0001); refreezing had no
detrimental effect on normal morphology (53.2±21.0 and 51.6±19.4%) or DNA integrity (12.9±6.5
and 15.2±7.3%). Sperm refrozen in EZF had lower total motility (12.5±6.7%) when compared with
BOT (23.5±9.2%, P=0.001) and EZFMAX (22.3±9.1%, P=0.003). Similar declines in motility were
observed for BOT and EZFMAX (-17.3±9.6% and -18.5±10.0%, respectively), which were less
(P<0.04) than for EZF (-28.3±13.5%). No other sperm parameters were significantly different among
refreezing extenders. Subjectively, EZFMAX and EZF were the easiest to use as they had minimal
debris, and the effects of refreezing varied with stallion. In our study, refreezing semen resulted in
reduced motility, viability and membrane integrity; but refreezing did not affect sperm morphology
and DNA integrity. When compared to EZF, BOT and EZFMAX minimized sperm damage during
the refreezing procedure and resulted in sperm parameters sufficient for ICSI.
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13. Impact of Placental Lactogen Deficiency During Early Gestation.

Kimberly M. Jeckel, Alex Boyarko, Gerrit J. Bouma, Quinton A. Winger and Russell V. Anthony
Department of Biomedical Sciences, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523
Several developmental windows must be negotiated to successfully establish and maintain a
pregnancy, including implantation and placentation. Altered or impaired placental development can
lead to complications such as pre-eclampsia and/or intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR). IUGR is a
significant cause of infant mortality and morbidity, affecting upwards to 8% of all pregnancies.
Furthermore, epidemiological studies provide compelling evidence that IUGR predisposes
individuals for coronary heart disease, hypertension, stroke and diabetes during adulthood. While
placental lactogen (PL) has been known to exist for over 50 years, the biological role(s) of PL has not
been well defined for any species, although it has been hypothesized for some time that human and
sheep PL (oPL) act to modify maternal and fetal metabolism to promote fetal growth and
development. We recently reported the generation of oPL deficient pregnancies by lentiviralmediated RNA interference in vivo. These pregnancies were generated by infecting the
trophectoderm of day 9 hatched blastocysts with lentivirus expressing shRNA, transferring these
blastocysts to synchronized recipients, and allowing the resulting pregnancies to go to 135 days of
gestation (dGA). At 135 dGA, placental and fetal weights were reduced 52% and 32%, respectively,
and were associated with a 50% reduction in oPL mRNA and a 38% reduction in placental oPL
concentration. In addition, umbilical concentrations of insulin and insulin like growth factor 1 (IGF1)
were reduced 49% and 62%, respectively, with no effects on maternal insulin and IGF1
concentrations. To expand on these observations, we generated Control and oPL deficient
pregnancies that were harvested at 50 dGA, in order to examine the effects of oPL deficiency during
early pregnancy. Eight pregnancies harboring the lentivirus LL3.7 SC (Controls; scrambled shRNA)
and 6 pregnancies harboring LL3.7 tg6 (shRNA targeting oPL mRNA; oPL deficient) were harvested
at 50 dGA. While umbilical oPL concentrations could not be assessed at 50 dGA, uterine vein oPL
concentrations were reduced 41% (5.580.76 vs 3.300.68 ng/ml; P0.05) in oPL deficient
pregnancies. At 50 dGA, fetal weights were reduced 20% (17.170.39 g vs 13.650.61 g; P0.01),
fetal liver weights were reduced 21% (1.320.06 g vs 1.040.08 g; P0.05), and placental weights
only tended (P=0.11) to be smaller (16%; 105.54.4 g vs 88.110.3 g) in oPL deficient pregnancies
at 50 dGA. While analysis of the resulting tissues is ongoing, we have examined the expression of
the facilitated glucose transporters SLC2A1 (GLUT1) and SLC2A3 (GLUT3) responsible for
glucose uptake and transfer by the sheep placenta. SLC2A1 mRNA concentrations were reduced
(P0.05) in the cotyledons by 43% and 55%, at 50 and 135 dGA, respectively. SLC2A3 mRNA
concentration was not significantly reduced (P≥0.10) at 50 dGA (24%) but was at 135 dGA (49%;
P0.05) in oPL deficient pregnancies. Overall, these data suggest that the failure of glucose transfer
by SLC2A1 may be a driving force behind early IUGR, and both transporters may play a role in the
severe IUGR observed during late gestation in oPL deficient pregnancies. This project was supported
by Agriculture and Food Research Initiative Competitive Grant no. 2012-67015-30215 from the
USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture.
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15. Role of Focal Adhesion Molecules in Maternal Recognition of Pregnancy in the Mare.

Kristin M. Klohonatz, Lisa C. Nulton, Ann M. Hess, Gerrit J. Bouma, Jason E. Bruemmer
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA
The mechanism responsible for maternal recognition of pregnancy (MRP) in the mare remains
unknown. During early pregnancy the equine conceptus and endometrium communicate to attenuate
prostaglandin (PGF) secretion thus sparing the corpus luteum and maintaining progesterone
production. Based on previous experiments we identified focal adhesion molecules (FAM) as
potentially playing a key role in this process. We hypothesize that contact of an embryo with equine
endometrium causes (i) a change in FAM transcription and (ii) a decrease in PGF secretion. We
designed an in vitro experiment to test this hypothesis. Endometrial biopsies were obtained from
mares in a crossover design, with each mare providing samples from a pregnant and non-pregnant
(non-mated) control cycle (n = 3/sample day) on d 9 and 11 post-ovulation, a critical time
immediately prior to and during MRP. Pregnancy was confirmed by presence of an embryo following
uterine lavage. Mares were matched by day and embryos collected were used in co-culture
experiment. Endometrial samples were divided and placed in culture with or without contact by an
equine embryo for 24 h. Total RNA from biopsies was evaluated by qPCR using primers designed to
detect 22 equine-specific FAM transcripts and ELISA was used to assay PGF content in medium. All
comparisons were made within day between groups and pregnancy status. Differential expression of
4 and 6 FAM were noted in samples collected on d 9 (P0.02) and 11 (P0.05) respectively, when
compared by pregnancy status alone. No changes were detected in FAM expression in samples
collected from pregnant mares due to the presence or absence of an embryo, while 1 and 4 FAM
differed when embryos were co-cultured with endometrial samples from non-mated mares at d 9
(P=0.04) and 11 (P0.04) respectively. Secretion of PGF was not attenuated with embryo contact on
d 9 regardless of pregnancy status. Embryo contact resulted in dramatic decreases (P<0.003) in PGF
secretion in samples collected from both pregnant and non-pregnant mares 11 d post-ovulation.
These data support our hypothesis that FAM expression is altered with the presence of an embryo and
implicates FAM in the modulation of PGF secretion. Together these provide new insight into a
potential mechanism for MRP in mares.
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17. The interaction of obesity and maternal age in assisted reproduction results in negative
consequences for a successful treatment cycle.
Rebecca L Krisher, Brian Hixon, Mandy Katz-Jaffe, John Stevens, William B Schoolcraft, Elena
Silva. Colorado Center for Reproductive Medicine, Lone Tree, CO
In addition to women delaying childbearing until their mid to late 30s and beyond, in developed
countries the incidence of overweight and obesity is skyrocketing. As a result, women turning to
assisted reproductive technologies (ART) as a treatment for infertility are often of advanced maternal
age (AMA; defined as 35 years of age or older) and are overweight or obese (defined as a BMI of 25
or greater). The objective of this analysis was to determine the impact of age and obesity on ART
success by examining a number of parameters related to egg and embryo quality, as well as
pregnancy outcome. To accomplish this, we retrospectively analyzed data from patients producing at
least one blastocyst after embryo culture in the EmbryoScope™, a time lapse incubator, from April
2014 to March 2015. Outcomes examined included total oocytes retrieved, mature oocytes retrieved,
oocytes fertilized successfully, zygotes developing to blastocyst, kinetics of blastocyst development,
comprehensive chromosome screening (CCS) for aneuploidy detection, embryo transfer, pregnancy,
and live birth. A total of 77 patients were included in the study (young (<35 years) with normal BMI,
n = 22, 396 mature oocytes; young with elevated BMI, n = 8, 112 mature oocytes; AMA (>39 years)
with normal BMI, n = 32, 330 mature oocytes; AMA with elevated BMI, n = 15, 159 mature
oocytes). Percentages were analyzed using Pearson’s Chi Square. Kinetic data was analyzed by
PROC MIXED. In young patients, elevated BMI decreased the average number of oocytes retrieved
per patient (normal BMI 25.0 oocytes, elevated BMI 16.9 oocytes). Elevated BMI did not affect this
parameter in AMA patients (normal BMI 12.9, elevated BMI 13.5). Neither the percentage of mature
oocytes nor the percentage of successfully fertilized oocytes was affected by BMI, although AMA
reduced the percentage of oocytes that were fertilized normally (p=0.007). Elevated BMI did not
affect overall blastocyst development in either age group, although AMA had a negative impact on
blastocyst production. There was no impact of BMI on embryo morphokinetics; however, AMA
slowed embryo development after compaction (P < 0.01). All AMA patients underwent CCS testing;
33% of young patients did so. AMA reduced the number of euploid embryos produced while BMI
had no effect. However, in AMA patients elevated BMI tended (p=0.09) to increase the probability
that no euploid embryos would be produced. Neither age nor BMI affected the percentage of patients
undergoing an embryo transfer that resulted in a positive hCG. In AMA patients elevated BMI
reduced embryo implantation (normal BMI 80%, elevated BMI 44%; p=0.045); BMI did not affect
implantation of embryos in young patients. As expected, AMA negatively affected oocyte recovery,
fertilization, blastocyst development, and embryo aneuploidy. Although elevated BMI does reduce
the number of oocytes recovered from young patients, these oocytes and the subsequent embryos
produced from them are not negatively affected by elevated BMI, and support blastocyst
development, pregnancy and fetal development equally as well as their normal BMI counterparts.
However, elevated BMI has a more deleterious effect in AMA patients, leading to a greater risk of no
euploid blastocysts for transfer, and reduced implantation potential of euploid blastocysts.
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19. The estrogen regulated transcriptome in an enriched population of ovine gonadotropes.

Dilyara A. Murtazina, Alejandro J.Arregiun-Arevalo, Jeremy D. Cantlon, Christianne Magee, Ken
Jones, Terry M. Nett and Colin M. Clay Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO
Follicular production of estradiol-17β (E2) elicits the pre-ovulatory surge of luteinizing hormone
(LH) by acting at both the hypothalamic and pituitary levels. In regard to the latter, defining the
mechanisms of E2 action on the ovine gonadotrope and the E2 stimulated gene program is
challenging for one principal reason: gonadotropes are one of five endocrine cells types in the
anterior pituitary gland, comprising 5-10% of pituitary cells. Therefore, the effect of a treatment on
any parameter of gonadotrope biology is difficult to detect and parse from the background “noise”
created by the other 90% of cells in the pituitary gland. In present study we use a methodological
platform that couples targeted expression of green fluorescent protein (GFP), fluorescence activated
cell sorting (FACS), and high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) to begin to define the E2stimulated gene network in ovine gonadotropes. Primary cultures of ovine pituitary cells were
infected with an adenovirus in which the proximal promoter of the human glycoprotein hormone
subunit (hαGSU) is fused to the cDNA encoding GFP. Three days after infection cells were treated
either with vehicle (ethanol) or 10 nM E2 for 6 hours. The cell solution was filtered through a 50 μm
filter before sorting to remove cell clusters. GFP-positive cells (gonadotropes) were sorted from the
non-fluorescent cell population by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) with a MoFlo legacy
flow cytometer using a 488 nm laser, a 530/40 nm bandpass filter, 400V, and a 100 µm flow cell tip
in the most selective (“purity”) mode. Following sorting the GFP positive cells were lysed and equal
quantities of total RNA (n=3, ± E2) were submitted to the University of Colorado Next-Generation
Sequencing Core at the Anschutz Medical Campus for quality analysis, polyA enrichment, library
preparation, and RNA sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq platform. Over 27,000 genes were queried
and among the transcripts identified were key markers of gonadotropes including the beta-subunits of
LH and FSH, the alpha GSU, the GnRH receptor (GnRHR), and the gonadotrope specific
transcription factor SF-1. In regard to E2 regulation, 176 genes were significantly (p<0.05) upregulated by E2 and 41 were down-regulated compared to no- treated cells. Importantly, these genes
included known targets of E2 stimulation (GnRHR and progesterone receptor) and inhibition
(FSHbeta). Current analyses include characterizing E2 regulated gene pathways and confirmation
byqPCR of selected E2 target genes.
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21. Maternal obesity associates with a high perinatal -6 to -3 fatty acid ratio, leading to
increased postnatal adipose deposition and later life obesity following western-style diet.
Michael C Rudolph, Bridget E Young, Julie A Houck, Matthew R Jackman, Patricia G Webb,
Dominick J Lemas, Teri L Hernandez, Linda A Barbour, Jacob E Friedman, Nancy F Krebs, Paul S
MacLean. University of Colorado Denver Anschutz Medical Campus, Aurora, CO
Pediatric obesity rates in the United States have doubled in the last 30 years. Excessive infant weight
gain in the first 6 months of life is a powerful predictor of childhood obesity. Breastfeeding provides
modest protection against offspring obesity risk, but the mechanisms remain unclear and may differ
due to maternal characteristics. Maternal obesity is associated with an increased human milk (HM)
omega-6 to omega-3 (-6/-3) fatty acid (FA) ratio, largely driven by maternal dietary FA
composition. In mice, perinatal -6 FAs and their prostaglandin derivatives are adipogenic stimuli
during early development, but the impact of high ω-6/ω-3 FAs on infant adipogenesis is less clear.
In a cohort of 48 mother/infant dyads, we validated the significant association between maternal
obesity and elevated ω-6/ω-3 HM FAs (r = 0.484, P = 0.004), as well as examined the effect of the
HM -6/-3 FA ratio on infant adipose deposition over the first 4 months postpartum. Our findings
indicate the HM -6/-3 FA ratio predicted the rate of infant adipose deposition over the first 4
months of life (R2 = 0.328, P = 0.05). This variation in perinatal FA exposures may partially explain
the inconsistent protective effects of breastfeeding against pediatric obesity risk. To test our clinical
observations, we used a mouse model of maternal obesity combined with transgenic overexpression
of an -3 FA desaturase enzyme (fat-1), which reduces postnatal exposures to elevated -6 FAs via
milk. Milk produced by obese (OB) dams had significantly greater total milk fat (P = 0.01). Milk
from fat-1 dams in normal weight (NW) and OB groups had significantly reduced -6/-3 FA ratios
compared to the control groups (P = 0.001 and 0.003). Litters exposed to the low -6/-3 FA ratio
reared by OB dams grew normally but accumulated less total fat mass (quantified by magnetic
resonance) than litters of OB dams exposed to a high -6/-3 FA ratio. Subcutaneous adipose from
postnatal day 14 pups had significantly different adipocyte specific gene expression patterns, DNA
methylation status of the PPAR2 promoter, PPAR2 protein levels, and adipocyte cellularity due to
maternal OB and -6/-3 FA exposures. Importantly, offspring from the low -6/-3 perinatal
exposure group were profoundly resistant to diet induced obesity as adults; with significantly lower
positive energy balance during western diet challenge, 2-fold less overall body fat (17% relative to
35%), and significantly improved glucose clearance. Our results indicate perinatal exposure to low
-6/-3 FA ratios affects early adipose development, in part by altering the balance between
adipocyte hypertrophy and hyperplasia (cellularity), influencing gene expression patterns (mRNA
levels), and imparting epigenetic regulation (DNA methylation). Identifying putative mechanisms
underpinning early adipogenesis may lead to better prevention strategies before onset of obesity and
related diseases.
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23. Maternal obesity modifies the association between endocrine-disrupting chemicals and
metabolic measures among pregnant women in the Healthy Start study.
Anne P. Starling, John L. Adgate, Richard F. Hamman, Dana Dabelea. University of Colorado
Anschutz Medical Campus, Aurora, CO
In cases of maternal gestational diabetes or obesity during pregnancy, excess circulating fuels
including glucose and lipids can lead to fetal overgrowth and large for gestational age birth weight in
offspring. Recent experimental research suggests that common environmental chemical exposures
may modify the effects of the maternal nutritional environment on offspring growth. Perfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS) are widespread and persistent environmental chemicals suspected of obesogenic
activity in humans. Exposures to these chemicals are near-universal, but the effects of such exposures
on maternal metabolism during pregnancy are largely unknown. We examined cross-sectional
associations of PFAS concentrations with markers of maternal glucose and lipid metabolism within
the population-based Healthy Start cohort study. Fasting serum was collected from 652 pregnant
women at a median of 27 weeks of gestation. Serum concentrations of PFAS including
perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) were quantified via isotopedilution mass spectrometry; concentrations were natural log-transformed for analysis. Multiple linear
regression models estimated associations between PFAS concentrations and maternal glucose, total
cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol and natural-log transformed insulin,
homeostatic model of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR), and triglycerides. Models were stratified by
maternal pre-pregnancy body mass index category (normal/underweight vs. overweight/obese) and
adjusted for maternal age, race/ethnicity, education, parity, pre-pregnancy body mass index, smoking
during pregnancy, gestational age at sample collection, and adherence to three major dietary patterns
during pregnancy. Among 652 women with PFAS measured in serum, 298 (46%) were overweight or
obese. Mean concentrations of PFOA and PFOS were slightly lower among overweight/obese
women than among normal/underweight women. Among normal/underweight women, each ln-unit
increase in PFOA was associated with lower plasma glucose (β: -1.52, 95% CI: -2.86, -0.19) and
greater HDL cholesterol (β: 2.53, 95% CI: 0.19, 4.87). Among overweight/obese women, PFOA
concentrations were not associated with maternal plasma glucose or lipid concentrations. There were
no associations between PFOA concentrations and maternal insulin, HOMA-IR, total cholesterol, or
triglycerides, regardless of maternal body mass index category. Concentrations of PFOS were not
associated with any maternal metabolic biomarkers. Despite suggestive evidence of long-term
obesogenic activity resulting from prenatal exposure, maternal concentrations of PFOA have been
associated with lower offspring birth weight. We found lower maternal plasma glucose associated
with greater PFOA concentrations in normal weight and underweight women, which may partially
explain previously reported inverse associations with birth weight. Growth restricted infants may
experience catch-up growth with corresponding adverse metabolic consequences in childhood and
adulthood. Long-term follow up of offspring in the Healthy Start study will allow us to determine the
health effects of altered maternal metabolic function associated with environmental chemical
exposures. This research was supported by NIH R01ES022934 (JLA, RFH, DD).
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25. Composition and Regulation of Lipid Droplets in Bovine Corpora Lutea.

Heather Talbott, Crystal Krause, Xiaoying Hou, Pan Zhang, John Davis
Maintenance of female fertility is dependent on the ability of the ovarian corpus luteum (CL) to
synthesize progesterone. Progesterone secretion increases after ovulation during the differentiation
of granulosa and theca cells of the follicle into the large and small steroidogenic cells forming the
CL. During differentiation, there is an increase in both the expression of proteins that transport
cholesterol and lipid droplet (LD)-associated proteins. Our purpose was to identify the composition
and regulation of LDs in ovarian steroidogenic cells. We hypothesized that LDs would store
cholesterol esters (CE) and not triglycerides (TAG) unlike other LD-containing tissues. These LDs
may serve as a site of cholesterol mobilization in response to luteinizing hormone (LH).
Bovine ovaries from first-trimester pregnancies were collected from a local slaughterhouse for whole
CL tissue analysis and also isolation of small and large luteal cells isolated by centrifugal elutriation.
LDs were isolated by floatation through a step-wise sucrose gradient. Purified LDs were
chloroform:methanol extracted to analyze lipids, or acetone-precipitated for analysis of LDassociated proteins. Lipids were analyzed by ultra-performance liquid chromatography system
coupled with a tandem quadrupole mass spectrometer, along with thin layer chromatography (TLC)
to assess lipid composition. Protein presence and quantification was determined by Western blot
analysis. The neutral core of bovine CL LDs was composed primarily of TAG (168 pmol/μg protein),
diglyceride (5.62 pmol/μg protein) and CE (2.78 pmol/μg protein). LDs also contained 9.68 pmol/μg
protein of phospholipids, mostly composed of phosphatidylcholine (5.73 pmol/μg protein). Free
sterols were virtually undetectable in LDs purified from bovine CL. Analysis by TLC demonstrated
that nearly all CE from CL tissue were present in the LD fraction. Compared to LDs isolated from
adipose tissues, LDs from bovine luteal tissue were enriched in CE.
Differentiation of granulosa and theca cells to luteal cell types was accompanied by formation of
LDs and the expression of the LD coat protein PLIN2 and hormone sensitive lipase (HSL), an
enzyme that hydrolyzes CE to release cholesterol. Analysis of LD-associated proteins revealed an
enrichment in PLIN2, PLIN3, PLIN5, vimentin, ATGL, 3βHSD, and p450scc in the LDs of
functional CL. Confocal microscopy revealed that LDs were larger in small luteal cells than large
luteal cells although there were no significant differences in lipid composition between the cell types.
Treatment with LH (10 ng/ml) or the protein kinase A activator 8-Br-cAMP (1 mM) for up to 4 hours
increased the phosphorylation of HSL (5-9 fold, P < 0.01), stimulated progesterone synthesis (5-fold,
P < 0.01), and significantly increased phosphorylated HSL association with LDs (P < 0.01).
Treatment with an HSL inhibitor, CAY10499 (10 μM), significantly inhibited LH-stimulated
progesterone synthesis (P < 0.5). The results indicate that bovine luteal LD are not similar to LDs
isolated from adipose tissue and contain deposits of CE, although TAGs are still the predominant
lipid species. Association of activated HSL, 3βHSD, and p450scc with luteal LDs suggests that LDs
are an active component of the steroidogenic machinery in the corpus luteum. Supported by USDA,
Olson Center, and the VA.
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27. A Novel Role for Adiponectin as an Inhibitor of Myometrial Contractility.

Vibhuti Vyas, Nathan Anderson, Rachael Bok, Theresa Powell, Thomas Jansson, K. Joseph Hurt.
Obstetrics & Gynecology and Pediatrics, Divisions of Reproductive Sciences, Maternal Fetal
Medicine and Neonatology, University of Colorado, Aurora, CO
Background: About one-third of childbearing age women in the U.S. are obese (body mass index ≥
30 kg/m2). Obese women are at a higher risk of preterm delivery (< 37 weeks gestation) when
compared to normal weight women. Obesity induced changes in labor physiology are not well
understood. Obese pregnant women commonly have low circulating levels of adiponectin, however
the influence of this adipokine on parturition signaling is unknown. Adiponectin stimulates AMPactivated protein kinase (AMPK) via adiponectin receptors 1 and 2, and AdipoRon is an adiponectin
receptor 1 and 2 agonist. We determined the effect of AdipoRon on spontaneous and oxytocininduced contractions in pregnant and non-pregnant mouse myometrium to test the hypothesis that
adiponectin inhibits myometrial contractility.
Methods: Non-pregnant (NP) female mice received daily injections of β-Estradiol (0.1 µg/g body
weight) for two days to induce hormonal synchronicity. Myometrial strips from NP and pregnant
mouse uterus [gestational day (GD) 15 and 18] were harvested and suspended in a physiologic organ
bath. Dose response curves were generated by treating strips with increasing concentrations of
AdipoRon (0.1 - 45µM). Subsequently, strips were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Strips were
homogenized and western blot (WB) analysis was performed to evaluate phosphorylation of AMPK
[p-AMPK (Thr172) and total-AMPK (t-AMPK)] and quantified by ImageJ software. WB results are
shown as the ratio of phospho-AMPK to total-AMPK expression in AdipoRon and control groups.
Statistically significant differences were determined using two-way ANOVA followed by
Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test.
Results: In NP myometrium, AdipoRon inhibited the contractile force area under the curve (AUC),
peak height (PH) and cyclic frequency (CF; p<0.05) of spontaneous contractions (n=12 strips) and
the AUC (p<0.05) for 4nM oxytocin-stimulated contractions (n=8 strips). AdipoRon also inhibited
AUC, PH and CF (p<0.05) of 2nM oxytocin-induced contractions in GD15 and GD18 pregnant
myometrium (n=8 strips). In GD15 and GD18 pregnant uterine strips, AdipoRon treatment resulted
in a 1.4 fold and 2 fold (p<0.001) increase in phospho/total-AMPK respectively (n=6-8 strips).
Conclusions: AdipoRon significantly inhibits spontaneous and oxytocin induced contractions in NP
and pregnant myometrium. The increased phosphorylation of myometrial AMPK in response to
AdipoRon is consistent with the possibility that adiponectin inhibits myometrial contractility
mediated by AMPK activation. These results suggest that a decrease in circulating adiponectin in
obese pregnant women might contribute to increased myometrial contractility thereby increasing
their risk of preterm birth. We speculate that our findings may help identify novel targets to prevent
preterm birth in obese women.
This project was supported by: sMFM-AAOGF Scholarship, the University of Colorado Department
of Obstetrics & Gynecology (KJH) and NIH R24OD016724 (TJ).
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29. Investigating the role of miR-182 and BRCA1 in early placental development.

Rachel West, Erin McWhorter, Abby Zale, Russell Anthony, Gerrit Bouma, Quinton Winger
The Let-7 family is a highly conserved family of miRNAs that work by inhibiting cell cycle
regulators. Inhibition of Let-7 miRNAs by RNA binding proteins LIN28A and LIN28B is necessary
during early embryogenesis to ensure proper cell proliferation. As cells differentiate, LIN28 levels
decrease and let-7 levels rise. The chromatin associated transcription factor HMGA2 is a downstream
target of Let-7 miRNAs and binds to chromatin to regulate gene expression to induce rapid cell
proliferation during embryogenesis. A knockout of HMGA2 in mice results in a pygmy phenotype
with a 60% decrease in body weight in pups. As this pathway is essential for proper embryonic
development, we hypothesized that the LIN28-Let-7-HMGA2 axis was an important regulator for
early placental development. We constructed an shRNA knockdown targeting LIN28B in the
placental cell line ACH3P that resulted in significantly decreased (p< 0.05) cell proliferation
compared to control cells. Markers of differentiation increased, and the concentration of human
chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), a marker of syncytiotrophoblast cells, increased in the media of the
KD cells. Let-7 miRNA was significantly increased, therefore, it was surprising that HMGA2 mRNA
and protein levels were significantly higher in LIN28B KD cells compared to control. This suggests
alternate genetic pathways regulating HMGA2 in the placenta. MiR-182 is known to indirectly
regulate HMGA2 by inhibiting the expression of a BRCA1/ZNF350 repressor complex. Normally,
the BRCA1/ZNF350 complex binds to the HMGA2 promoter and prevents transcription. However, in
many cancers miR-182 targets BRCA1 allowing for HMGA2 expression. In cancer cells miR-182 is
known to induce invasion and migration, processes that are essential for trophoblast cells during
early placental development. Furthermore, miR-182 is hypoxia induced and increased in
preeclamptic placentas compared to healthy placentas. Little is known about the role of either miR182 or BRCA1 in placentation. Therefore, we hypothesize that miR-182 targets BRCA1 during early
placental development, increasing the expression of HMGA2 and stimulating trophoblast cell
invasion. We have localized both HMGA2 and BRCA1 in the human first trimester placenta using
immunohistochemistry. HMGA2 is exclusively expressed in the cytotrophoblast whereas BRCA1
localizes to the syncytiotrophoblast. This indicates that as cells differentiate towards
syncytiotrophoblast lineage, BRCA1 becomes expressed decreasing HMGA2 expression. In human
placental cell lines, ACH3P and Swan71, we detected the miR-182 and BRCA1 using qPCR. These
data suggest that miR-182 is important for early trophoblast cell invasion and migration. We are
currently investigating this hypothesis by both overexpressing miR-182 in human trophoblast cells.
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31. Oxidative stress during oocyte in vitro maturation increases the abundances of Dppa3 and
Pou5f1 maternal effect gene transcripts in matured oocytes and 2-cell embryos, indicative of
altered post-transcriptional regulation of maternal mRNAs.

1.

Fang Xie, Rebecca L. Krisher and Jennifer R. Wood
Department of Animal Science, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
2. Colorado Center for Reproductive Medicine

Maternal mRNAs stored during oocyte growth play important roles in successful oocyte maturation
and early embryonic development. In previous studies, we showed that transcript abundance of
Dppa3 and Pou5f1 were significantly increased in growing and mature oocytes due in part to
exposure to an obesity-dependent inflammatory environment. Oxidative stress and local, chronic
inflammation are intimately linked and represent a classic characteristic of obesity. Therefore, our
objective was to determine if exposure of oocytes to oxidative stress during maturation impaired
post-transcriptional regulation of mRNA abundance and protein translation in the developing
embryo. To detect and quantify mRNAs in individual oocytes/embryos we used single molecule
fluorescent in situ hybridization (FiSH). To validate this method, in vivo derived immature GV-stage
oocytes, mature MII-stage oocytes, 1-cell and 2-cell embryos, and blastocysts were collected from 8week old CD-1 mice. Complementary DNA probes were hybridized to endogenous Gdf9, Dppa3 or
Pou5f1 mRNAs in each oocyte or embryo. The mRNA-probe complexes were subsequently
hybridized with amplifier reagents, which enhanced the fluorescent signal and enabled detection of
single mRNA molecules without amplification of mRNA. Confocal images were maximum projected
and “stitched” together using Image J followed by detection and counting of each individual
fluorescence signal using the program Localize. Based on this analysis, the profile of Gdf9, Dppa3,
and Pou5f1 mRNA abundance from oocyte maturation to blastocyst development corresponded with
previously published microarray and qPCR data which used pools of ten to hundreds of oocyte or
embryos. To determine the effect of oxidative stress during maturation on the normal mRNA
degradation and protein translation of Dppa3 and Pou5f1 mRNA, immature cumulus oocyte
complexes (COCs) were collected from 8-week-old CD-1 mice. The COCs were in vitro matured
(IVM) in the absence (control) or presence of 100μM H2O2 (H2O2). Both Dppa3 and Pou5f1 mRNAs
were increased in matured oocytes treated with H2O2 compared to control (P<0.01). Furthermore,
Pou5f1 mRNAs continued to be increased in 2-cell embryos (P<0.01) generated from H2O2 treated
oocytes. Importantly, the expression of both POU5F1 and DPPA3 protein was also increased in the
1-cell and 2-cell embryo, particularly in the nucleus of the 2-cell embryos. These data suggest that
exposure to oxidative stress during oocyte maturation impaired post-transcriptional regulation of
mRNA degradation as well as increased protein translation in the developing pre-implantation
embryo. Given that POU5F1 and DPPA3 regulate gene transcription and the maintenance of
methylation marks, respectively these data suggest a mechanism by which events during oocyte
maturation may contribute to early adaptive programming in the embryo.
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2. Identification of clathrin and dynamin II in porcine oocytes support the presence of
clathrin-mediated endocytosis.
Margaret L Bacon, Douglas C Eckery. Department of Biomedical Sciences, Colorado State
University; USDA/APHIS/WS National Wildlife Research Center, Fort Collins, CO
The feral swine population in the United States has grown to 6 million animals in 47 states, and they
cause an estimated $1.5 billion annually in damages and control. Feral swine are well-known for
spoiling crops, preying on smaller wildlife, spreading disease, and damaging the land’s ecology. In
2014, the federal government initiated the Animal Plant and Health Inspection Services (APHIS)
National Feral Swine Damage Management Program to combat this overabundant wildlife
population. One of five research areas identified as a key component in the advancement and
improvement of tools and methods to manage feral swine is the development of reproductive
inhibitors that can cause permanent sterility. Successful reproduction in mammals depends on an
adequate number of healthy oocytes present in primordial follicles within the ovaries. Maintenance
of the pool of primordial follicles requires the coordinated actions of both survival factors and those
that maintain in the follicles in a non-growing state until they are activated to grow. There is only a
finite number of oocytes in the ovaries of mammals, which if destroyed would leave the animal
permanently sterile. Relatively little is known about what types of cellular communication
mechanisms are utilized in primordial follicles. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether
primordial follicles express components of clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME), the most common
form of receptor-mediated endocytosis used in eukaryotes. This process, if present, could be
manipulated as a method to deliver ovotoxins to the primordial follicle pool. This study focused on
locating two key components of this process, clathrin and dynamin II. Ovaries from 6 piglets and 6
gilts were bisected longitudinally, fixed in formalin, embedded in paraffin, and cut into 5µm thick
sections which were mounted on microscope slides. Fluorescent immunohistochemistry using
specific antibodies labelled with fluorescein isothiocynate was performed to determine the
expression and localization of clathrin and dynamin II on the mounted tissue sections. Expression of
clathrin and dynamin II was revealed in the cytoplasm of oocytes of all follicular stages examined,
suggesting that CME could be a mechanism of cell signaling in porcine oocytes. Using this
information, future research will focus on investigating the ligands that are taken up by primordial
follicles and on the formulation of reproductive modulators that can cause permanent sterility. This
work was funded by the USDA National Wildlife Research Center.
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4. Decreased Degradation of Myometrial L-Cysteine During Labor Favors Increased H2S
Production.
Rachael Bok1, Angelo D’Alessandro2, Matthew Wither2, Sydney Coates1, Vibhuti K. Vyas1, K.
Joseph Hurt1 1Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology, Division of Reproductive Sciences,
University of Colorado School of Medicine, Aurora, CO 80045, USA
2Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Genetics, Proteomics & Mass Spectrometry Facility,
University of Colorado School of Medicine, Aurora, CO 80045, USA
Background: Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is a tocolytic produced endogenously from substrate LCysteine (L-Cys) by cystathionine β-synthase (CBS) and cystathionine γ-lyase (CSE). L-Cys is
degraded by cysteine dioxygenase (CDO). CBS, CSE, and CDO are expressed in the murine
myometrium and in pregnancy, as well as in placenta. Previous data from our lab show uterine CSE
expression is significantly increased at labor while CDO expression is markedly decreased. Placental
CBS/CSE expression increases as pregnancy progresses, while CDO expression remains unchanged.
We hypothesized that decreased L-Cys degradation during labor favors H2S production. Thus, we
examined the L-Cys and transulfuration metabolites within the myometrium and placenta using
metabolomic analysis.
Methods: Myometrium and placentae were collected from timed-pregnant nulliparous C57/BL6
mice. Tissue was harvested daily from gestational day 15-19 and at labor. Uterus from one animal or
placentae from a whole litter was homogenized in ice-cold extraction buffer containing methanol,
acetonitrile, and water at a ratio of 5:3:1. Partially supervised statistical analysis (Partial Least
Square–Discriminant Analysis) showed progressive gestation-specific metabolic adaptation. Data
reported are mean ± SEM, and were determined to be significant when p≤0.05.
Results: Myometrial and placental L-Cys were elevated in labor. In the myometrium, cystine and
thiosulfate were elevated as labor approached, whereas metabolites of L-Cys degradation including
cysteine sulfinic acid, taurine, and hypotaurine were markedly decreased in pregnancy and labor.
Placental metabolites of L-Cys degradation remained unchanged throughout pregnancy and labor,
and thiosulfate levels were below the limit of detection.

Conclusions: Increased transulfuration intermediates and L-Cys in the myometrium during
pregnancy and labor show myometrium-specific increase in L-Cys. Together with our previous report
of increased myometrial CSE expression at term, the enzyme expression and substrate availability
suggest increased H2S production as gestation progresses. The stable placental metabolomic profile
indicates that H2S production may be regulated in a compartment-specific manner and serve specific
novel functions at the maternal-fetal interface.
Funding: This project was supported by Women’s Health Research Grant 2K12HD001271-12 (KJ
Hurt), SMFM-AAGOF Scholarship (KJ Hurt), and funding from the University of Colorado School
of Medicine Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology.
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6. Influence of fish oil on later mobility of prostaglandin F2a receptors in response to PGF2a on
plasma membrane of bovine luteal cells.
Michele Plewes, Patrick Burns, George Barisas. University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, CO;
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO
Lipid microdomains are regions on the plasma membrane of cells rich in cholesterol and
sphingolipids. Ranging in size from 10 – 200 nm in diameter, these domains may serve as platforms
to facilitate co-localization of intracellular signaling proteins during agonist-induced signal
transduction. Furthermore, fish oils have been reported to alter these domains, resulting in altered
cell signaling. The objectives of this study were to examine the effects of fish oils on 1) lateral
mobility of prostaglandin (PG) F2α (FP) receptors and 2) lateral mobility of FP receptor in the
presence of PGF2α on the plasma membrane in bovine luteal cells. Bovine ovaries were obtained
from a local slaughterhouse and corpora lutea were digested using collagenase. Cells were cultured
in control medium or medium supplemented with fish oil (0.03% v:v) for 72 h. Single particle
tracking was used to determine lateral mobility of individually labeled FP receptors using 605
quantum dots. Individual FP receptors were recorded with or without the presence of 10 nM
prostaglandin F2α. Lateral mobility of receptors was decreased within 5 min following addition of
ligand for control cells (P < 0.05). However, lateral mobility of receptors was unaffected by addition
of ligand for fish oil treated cells (P > 0.10). Residence time of FP receptors decreased within 5 min
after addition of ligand in control cells (P < 0.05), but was unaffected in cells treated with fish oil.
Domain sizes were greater for fish oil treated cells when compared to control cells (P < 0.05);
however, the addition of ligand had no effect on domain size (P > 0.10). Data presented here provide
strong evidence that fish oil affects lateral mobility of FP receptors in the plasma membrane of luteal
cells. This alteration in FP receptor dynamics may reduce sensitivity of FP receptors to PGF2α.
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8. 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 increases SNAT2 gene expression and stimulates System A amino
acid transport in primary human trophoblast cells.
Yi-Yung Chen1, Theresa L. Powell1,2, Thomas Jansson1
1Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology and 2Department of Pediatrics, University of Colorado
Anschutz Medical Campus, Aurora, CO, USA
Introduction: Maternal vitamin D deficiency during pregnancy is associated with adverse perinatal
outcomes including small-for-gestational-age infants. Placental amino acid transport activity is
pivotal for fetal growth and recent studies show that maternal serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D and
vitamin D binding protein levels were positively associated with placental expression of certain
amino acid transporter genes, suggesting that placental amino acid transport may be regulated by
maternal vitamin D and vitamin D-binding protein. We hypothesized that 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3
increases the gene expression of amino acid transporters and stimulates placental amino acid
transport activity in cultured primary human trophoblast (PHT) cells.
Methods: Term placental tissue was collected from healthy pregnant women undergoing elective
Cesarean section. PHT cells were isolated and at 66 hour in culture, cells were treated with
increasing concentrations of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3. At 90 hours of culture, System A and system
L amino acid transport activities were assessed by measuring uptake of 14C-methyl-aminoisobutyric
acid and 3H-leucine respectively. RNA was isolated from cell lysates and mRNA expression of
system A and system L isoforms was determined by Q-PCR. Data are presented as mean + SEM.
Statistical significance was determined either by Student’s t-test or by repeated measures ANOVA
followed by Bonferroni post-hoc test.
Results: 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 at 1.0 nM increased system A activity(+23%, P<0.001).
Treatment with 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 significantly increased SNAT2 mRNA expression, but not
SNAT1 and SNAT4. 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 did not influence the expression of LAT1 or LAT2
mRNA.
Conclusion: We demonstrate that physiological concentrations of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3
promote amino acid transport in cultured PHT cells. Given that fetal growth is linked to amino acid
availability, these observations implicate effects on placental amino acid transport as one possible
mechanism underlying the association between maternal vitamin D status and fetal growth.
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**10. Enzymatic Isolation and Viability Assessment of Canine Ovarian Primordial Follicles.

Kathleen Eddy, Darcy Orahood Mora, James Graham, Terry Spraker, Jason Bruemmer, Terry Nett,
and Douglas Eckery. Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO; USDA/APHIS National Wildlife
Research Center, Fort Collins, CO.
Seventy-five percent of the world dog population is free roaming; within the United States, damage
caused by these dogs is greater than $620 million annually. High volume spay/neuter clinics are cost
prohibitive in areas lacking resources, such as Indian reservations, where lethal culls take place
yearly in some locations. Current non-surgical sterilization methods have limited efficacy, and
require multiple applications. In females, the finite population of ovarian primordial follicles
represents the total reproductive potential of an individual; depletion would result in permanent
sterility. The objective of this study was to develop a method to isolate viable canine primordial
follicles. Canine ovaries were collected from local veterinary clinics, transported in warmed sterile
phosphate buffered saline and processed the same day. Cortical tissue was removed, finely chopped,
and placed into an enzymatic digest solution. Several collagenases at different concentrations and
incubation times were tested. To date, best results were achieved by incubating ovarian tissue in a
solution containing collagenases I (16.21 mg/ml), II (10.79 mg/ml), IV (10mg/ml) and DNase
(5mg/ml), at 37 °C for 45 minutes with mechanical agitation every 10 minutes. Enzymatic digestion
was terminated by addition of 10% fetal bovine serum. The tissue slurry was then filtered through
cell strainers of decreasing mesh size: 70, 40, 20 µm, and the primordial follicles (20-30 µm in
diameter), were rinsed off the 20 µm strainer, while most somatic cells and other smaller debris
passed through the filter. Using this method, 1041 ± 105 (mean ± sd) follicles were isolated per
ovary. Viability of isolated follicles was found to be high, but there were many somatic cells still
present. Efforts are continuing to increase primordial follicle yield while decreasing the number of
unwanted cells. For future studies, isolated primordial follicles will be utilized to investigate
mechanisms involved in cell survival and death. The overall aim of this research is identification of
compounds that can be used to cause primordial follicle depletion and permanent sterility. This
research is funded by the USDA National Wildlife Research Center.
**This abstract has been moved to poster session I
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12. Title: The association between hypertension and the expression of HOXA11 in uterosacral
ligaments.
Ritsuko Iwanaga, PhD1, Emily Sayre Branson, BS1, David J. Orlicky, PhD2, Adrianne Stefanski,
PhD3, Marsha K. Guess, MD, MS4, and Kathleen A. Connell, MD1.
1Obstetrics & Gynecology, 2Pathology, 3Pulmonary Sciences, University of Colorado School of
Medicine, Aurora, CO, United States, 80045 and 4Obstetrics & Gynecology, Yale School of
Medicine, New Haven, CT, United States, 06519
Introduction: Blood pressure (BP) increases after menopause, and up to 75% of women develop
hypertension (HTN) by the age of 60. HTN has also been shown to be associated with pelvic organ
prolapse (POP), which occurs when the uterosacral ligaments (USL) fail. Classical risk factors for
POP include aging, childbirth and menopause. The USL vasculature has not been characterized in
women with POP, and the potential link between HTN, hypoestrogenemia and POP has not been
studied. We have demonstrated that the homeobox gene, HOXA11, is necessary for USL
development and regulates homeostasis in USL. We hypothesized that the architecture of USL
arterioles are altered in women with POP, and that HOXA11 expression is decreased in women with
hypertension.
Methods: We compared the architecture of arterioles in USL of women with POP (n=3) and with
normal pelvic support (n=3) using immunofluorescence staining with antibody against SM alpha
actin (SMA) and HOXA11. To determine whether an association between HTN and HOXA11 exists
in the USL, HOXA11 gene expression was determined by RT-PCR in USL from women from the
following groups: normal pelvic support (control, CTL) with normal blood pressure (CTL/NBP,
n=7), normal pelvic support with HTN (CTL/HTN, n=2), POP with normal blood pressure
(POP/NBP, n=7), POP with HTN (POP/HTN, n=3). Data was analyzed using one-way ANOVA.
Results: Women in the POP with HTN were significantly older than the women in the other 3 groups
(P<0.05). Parity was not statistically different between groups (CTL/NBP age=44.9±0.80,
parity=1.49±0.52; CTL/HTN age=44.3±1.97, parity 3.00±1.00; POP/NBP age= 50.0±3.18, parity=
256±0.0.37; POP/HTN age=64.5±6.08, parity 2.68±0.33). The number and size of arterioles were
decreased in USL in women with POP compared to CTL/NBP and CTL/HTN. Smooth muscle cells
were less organized in POP USL compared to control groups.
HOXA11 expression in USL with POP/NBP was lower compared to CTL/NBP. Interestingly,
HOXA11 expression was also decreased in the USL in the CTL/HTN group compared to USL in the
CTL/NBP group.
Conclusions: The number and architecture of arterioles may be altered in USL in women with POP.
HOXA11 expression in USL appears to be decreased in women with HTN regardless of POP status,
and with POP itself. Further studies to determine if HOXA11 regulates the vasculature in USL and
the impact of HTN on the structure and integrity of the USL are needed.
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16. RNA Sequencing of equine endometrium during maternal recognition of pregnancy.

Kristin M. Klohonatz, Angela Canovas, Juan Medrano, Ann M. Hess, Stephen J. Coleman, Milton
Thomas, Gerrit J. Bouma, Jason E. Bruemmer. Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA;
University of California- Davis, Davis, CA, USA
Equine maternal recognition of pregnancy (MRP) is a process that remains unknown. Traditional
gene expression analyses have failed to reveal any possible candidates for the mechanism
responsible, therefore, we evaluated equine endometrium via RNA Sequencing during MRP (which
occurs around day 12 post-ovulation, PO). The objective was to evaluate endometrial gene
expression changes based upon pregnancy status. This experiment utilized a cross-over design with
each mare serving as as a pregnant and non-mated control (n=3/day) on days 9, 11, and 13 PO. Mares
were randomly assigned to a collection day and each provided endometrial samples for a pregnant
and non-mated cycle. Samples were snap frozen and stored until RNA isolation. Large RNA was
isolated with Tri Reagent. Sequencing libraries were prepared using the Illumina TruSeq RNA
Sample Preparation kit and sent to the University of California, Berkely, for RNASeq. Sequence
reads were mapped and annotated using CLCBio software. Differential gene expression was
analyzed using SAS via student’s paired t-test for comparing pregnancy status within days following
calculation and application of the false discovery rate. On day 9 there were 203 genes, on day 11
there were 320 genes, and on day 13 there were 146 genes identified as significantly differentially
expressed. Seven genes were differentially expressed across all three days. These RNASeq data are
the first to identify differentially or uniquely expressed genes in equine endometrium during early
pregnancy. These results may lead to the identification of pathways involved in maternal recognition
of pregnancy in the mare.
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18. Androgen Receptor Expression in Full Term Ovine Placenta.

Kvinta, Adam1, McWhorter, ES1, West, RC1, Roselli, CE2, Winger, QA1, Bouma, GJ1,
of Biomedical Sciences, Animal Reproduction and Biotechnology Laboratory, Colorado
State University, Fort Collins, CO; 2 Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, Oregon Health
and Science University, Portland, OR

1Department

The placenta is an essential organ that nourishes and sustains the fetus during pregnancy, and normal
placental function is critical for normal fetal development. Sex steroids are known to play a role in
regulation of the developing placenta. Androgens, such as testosterone, commonly exert their effects
through binding with androgen receptors (AR) in the placenta, but it is currently unknown if AR
regulates fetal placental angiogenesis, growth, or development. KDMs, a family of a histone lysine
demethylases, are known to increase DNA access to sex hormone receptors. AR has been shown to
complex with KDM1A, and to regulate AR gene expression. We previously found that prenatal
exposure to testosterone increased placental expression of AR and decreased global DNA
methylation in gestational day 90 placentomes, along with genes that are involved in normal
placental development, angiogenesis, and growth. This is significant in the fact that alteration or
disruption of normal placental function by either abnormal environmentally-induced or endogenous
hormonal exposure to placenta can have long reaching consequences such as premature birth or fetal
mortality. Increased placental AR levels have already been associated with placental disorders as
associated with polycystic ovarian syndrome and gestational diabetes. We predict that these same
consequences in placental AR expression and its resulting effects in KDM1A seen in day 90
placentomes are also seen in full term ovine placentomes. The hypothesis we are testing in this study
is thattestosterone treated placentomes at full term will show increased AR, KDM1A and VEGFA
protein and mRNA levels. Inhibition of AR using the potent AR antagonist, Flutamide would yield
decreased levels of KDM1A along with VEGFA. Preliminary data show an increase in AR levels in
full term ovine placentomes when treated with testosterone. The results of this study will aid in
further understanding the role of androgens and AR in placental development and function during
pregnancy.
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20. Elucidating the differential roles of D2R-mediated signaling in prolactinoma.

Allyson Roof, Tammy Trudeau, Crystal Gomez, Arthur Gutierrez-Hartmann. University of Colorado
Anschutz Medical Campus, Aurora, CO
Prolactinomas can be viewed as maladies of signal transduction, since persistent activation of the
dopamine signaling pathway shrinks these tumors. Conserved signaling pathways are critical for
regulating lactotrope biology, and dysregulation of these pathways contributes to prolactinoma
formation. Prolactinomas present clinically with hypogonadism, infertility, osteoporosis, and tumor
mass effects, and account for 40% of all pituitary adenomas. While prolactinomas are typically
benign and responsive to dopamine agonist therapy therapy, 10-20% of patients are resistant to
therapy and require surgery to resect the tumor. Prolactinomas can recur following therapy and/or
surgery, requiring prolonged treatment and unwanted side effects. Dopamine agonist therapies
activate the dopamine D2 receptor (D2R), a key regulator of lactotrope homeostasis, to regulate
downstream signaling. Dysfunctional or deregulated D2R- mediated signaling contributes to
dopamine-agonist therapy resistance, but the specific downstream signaling events that govern the
lactotrope-specific phenotype and lactotrope proliferation, in both physiological and pathological
lactotrope expansion, are poorly understood. When activated by dopamine, the short and long
isoforms of D2R regulate MAPK and PI3K signaling, respectively. Expression of one receptor
isoform is sufficient to maintain lactotrope homeostasis in physiological conditions in mice, but
signaling from both is required to prevent pathological lactotrope hyperplasia when challenged with
estrogen, suggesting that the MAPK and PI3K signaling pathways work in unison to drive lactotrope
differentiation and proliferation. We demonstrated that long-term activation of the Ras/MAPK
pathway over six days, using doxycycline-inducible V12Ras or exogenous EGF, promotes
differentiation of the bi-functional somatolactotrope GH4 precursor cell into a PRL-secreting,
lactotrope cell phenotype, and not only fails to promote cell proliferation, but also diminishes
tumorigenic characteristics in GH4 cells. We have also shown that the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway is
required for GH4 cell proliferation, and that the dopamine agonist cabergoline inhibits
phosphorylated and total mTOR protein, but activation of PI3K signaling is not sufficient to drive
tumorigenesis. Lastly, we find that activated PI3K signaling dampens Ras/MAPK-mediated PRL
promoter activation via Cdk4 and CyclinD1. Thus, in GH4 somatolactotrope cells, activated MAPK
signaling drives GH4 cell differentiation towards a lactotrope cell phenotype, whereas the PI3K
pathway promotes cell proliferation and reduces MAPK-driven PRL promoter activation. Taken
together, these findings suggest that the PI3K pathway is a key target of dopaminergic inhibition.
Research supported by NIH R01 CA141201-01A2 and NIH R01 DK46868.
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22. Fgf8 Shifts Cell Fate from Osteoblastic to Chondrogenic in the Developing Calvaria.

Linnea Schmidt, Trevor Williams
University of Colorado Denver
The second most common craniofacial developmental abnormality. craniosynostosis, is the
premature fusion of cranial sutures. This premature suture fusion results from abnormal
differentiation and/or proliferation of cells of the growing calvarial bones, an area populated by
mesenchyme, preosteoblasts, and osteoblasts. Mutations in the Fibroblast Growth Factor (Fgf)
signaling pathway are the most common cause of craniosynostosis. This work is focused on the
effects of an overexpression of Fgf8 signaling beginning during the earliest stages of osteoblast
formation on cranial bone development using two distinctive mouse models with impaired cranial
bone development. A loss of ossification and a switch to a cartilage intermediate is observed when
ectopic Fgf8 signaling is expressed throughout the cranial ectoderm, representing a potential switch
from intramembranous to endochondral ossification. This is due to a shift towards a chondrogenic
differentiation pathway. Understanding the signaling pathways that guide osteoblast development
and suture fusion will enable the rational design of cell therapies to replace damaged or aged skeletal
tissues or to prevent suture re-fusion in craniosynostosis patients.
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24. Title: Transgenic increase in n-3/n-6 fatty acid ratio protects ovarian follicle pool from
detrimental effects of high-fat diet.
Malgorzata E Skaznik-Wikiel, MD1, Delaney Swindle, MS1, Taylor Soderborg, BA2, Jacob
Friedman, PhD2 and Alex J Polotsky, MD MSCE1
1Department

of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of Colorado Denver Anschutz Medical
Campus, Aurora, CO, United States, 80045 and 2Department of Pediatrics, University of Colorado
Denver Anschutz Medical Campus, Aurora, CO, United States, 80045.
Introduction: We have previously shown that 10-week exposure to high-fat diet (HFD) causes
significant reduction in primordial follicles, higher pro-inflammatory cytokine levels, and increased
ovarian macrophage infiltration, independent of obesity (Skaznik-Wikiel, et al. Fertility and Sterility
104.3 (2015): e104.). The aim of this study was to assess if transgenic increase in n-3/n-6 fatty acid
(FA) ratio is protective of oocyte reserve when exposed to HFD.
Methods: This was a prospective laboratory study. 5wk old wild-type (WT; n=4) or hemizygous Fat1 C57BL/6J female mice (n=5) were placed on HFD with 60% of calories coming from fat. Ovaries
were collected after 10 weeks of dietary exposure for assessment of resting (primordial) and growing
(primary, secondary, antral) follicle numbers. Animal weights and percentage of body fat were
recorded at the time of ovary collection.
Results: The mean body weight (29.2 ± 2.7g vs 27.2 ± 1.9g) and percentage of body fat (31.1 ± 4.7%
vs 34.3 ± 5.8%) were not statistically different between WT and hemizygous Fat-1 C57BL/6J mice
(p=0.31; p=0.68)). Exposure to HFD resulted in decreased primordial follicle pool in WT, but not in
Fat-1 C57BL/6J female mice.

The numbers of primordial follicles were 1050 ± 277 in WT mice and 2318±393 in Fat1animals (p=0.02). Numbers of growing follicles were 777 ± 105 in WT mice and 951±139 in
Fat-1animals and did not differ significantly between the two groups (p=0.18).
Conclusions: HFD results in diminished ovarian reserve, as demonstrated by depleted
primordial follicle numbers. Transgenic increase in n-3/n-6 FA ratio results in protective
effect on primordial follicle pool after exposure to HFD. This may imply that either increased
omega-3 FA or decreased omega-6 FA are protective of ovarian reserve. Further studies are
needed to elucidate these findings.
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26. MicroRNA expression in regions of stallion epididymal spermatozoa.

Hannah M. Twenter, Kristin M. Klohonatz, Luke D. Bass, Gerrit J. Bouma, Jason E. Bruemmer
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
Immediately following spermatogenesis in the testis, spermatozoa are incapable of fertilizing an
oocyte. As spermatozoa migrate through the epididymis and mature, they gain motility and
ultimately the ability to fertilize an oocyte. The epididymis consists of three well recognized regions:
caput, corpus and cauda, each serving different functions. The caput, closest to the testis, is
responsible for concentration of spermatozoa through removal of excess fluid. As the cells travel to
the corpus, they undergo maturation including the loss of the cytoplasmic droplet. The cauda serves
as the final maturation and storage site for spermatozoa. Although the general function of each region
is well known, the mechanisms behind epididymal maturation are not yet fully understood. Protein
additions have been noted in stallion epididymides to spermatozoa through microvesicles called
epididymosomes. These epididymosomes which are secreted from epididymal epithelium also carry
microRNAs (miRNAs). miRNAs have specific biological function in the regulation of mRNA,
potentially within the oocyte. We hypothesize that as sperm travel through the epididymis, they
undergo changes in miRNA content. Testes and epididymides from four mature stallions were
collected and epididymides were removed. Each epididymis was divided into four sections: caput,
distal corpus, proximal corpus, and cauda. Sections were placed in phosphate-buffered saline,
punctured and centrifuged to extract spermatozoa from the lumen. Spermatozoa were removed from
the luminal fluid using EquiPure (Nidacon). Total RNA was isolated from spermatozoa and used for
quantitative real-time PCR. Samples were evaluated for 232 known equine-specific miRNAs.
Expression levels within spermatozoa from the caput and cauda were normalized to internal controls
and analysis was performed using SAS v9.4. Our results demonstrate that five miRNAs were found
exclusively in spermatozoa of the caput and 33 were only expressed in caudal samples. Twenty-three
miRNAs were differentially expressed between spermatozoa from the caput and cauda (P ≤0.05). Of
those differentially expressed, all but two were up-regulated in the caudal spermatozoa. Our lab is
continuing to explore the miRNA content of epididymal tissue as well as epididymosomes.
Keywords: Equine Sperm, Epididymis, MicroRNA
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28. Changes in placental cysteine metabolism during mouse pregnancy suggest a fetal role for
hydrogen sulfide (H2S).
Vibhuti Vyas, Rachael Bok, Sydney Coates, K. Joseph Hurt. Obstetrics & Gynecology, Divisions of
Reproductive Sciences and Maternal Fetal Medicine, University of Colorado, Aurora, CO
Background: Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is produced endogenously from L-cysteine (L-Cys) by
cystathionine β-synthase (CBS) and cystathionine γ-lyase (CSE). L-Cys can be degraded by cysteine
deoxygenase (CDO) and cysteine sulfinic acid decarboxylase (CSAD) or glutamic-oxaloacetic
transaminases (GOT1 and GOT2). In murine uterus, we have shown decreased CDO and increased
CSE expression at labor on gestational day 19 (E19), suggesting increased L-Cys availability and
H2S production. Inducing preterm (E15) labor or delaying term delivery (E19) with RU486 or
progesterone (P4) does not alter cysteine metabolic enzymes. We hypothesize that there may be
compartment specific regulation of cysteine metabolism in uterus and placenta. We examined the
expression of CSE, CBS, CDO, CSAD, GOT1 and GOT2 in placenta during mouse gestation and
labor, and compared with non-pregnant (NP) maternal liver expression of these enzymes.
Methods: Placentae were collected from timed pregnant C57/Bl6 mice on gestational day 15-19 and
at labor. Placentae were combined for each litter, and analyzed by western blot using specific
antibodies for CSE, CBS, CDO, CSAD, GOT1 and GOT2. Enzyme expression was quantified using
infrared fluorescence imaging, and internally normalized to NP liver control. Normalized expression
is presented relative to β-actin at each gestational age. Data are mean ± SEM, and analyzed by
Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Mann-Whitney U test.
Results: A 2.5 fold increase in CSE expression was seen at term (e19; n=6-9; p<0.05). CBS
expression did not change across gestation or in labor (n=6-13). CDO expression followed a
decreasing trend in late gestation and in labor (n=5-9). CSAD remained unchanged from e15-19 but
increased in labor (n=3-5). GOT1 expression increased in labor (n=2-6) whereas GOT2 did not
change throughout gestation and in labor (n=1-3).
Conclusions: CSE expression is increased and CDO expression is decreased in term and laboring
placenta, similar to our findings in the myometrium. This suggests a compartment-specific regulation
of L-Cys availability and possibly H2S production. Increased CSAD and GOT1 in labor suggest that
taurine and sulfites may increase at term. The regulation of maternal and fetal transsulfuration
enzymes may indicate novel roles for H2S production and amino acid metabolism in the fetus.
This project was supported by: Women’s Reproductive Health Research Grant 2K12HD001271-12
(KJ Hurt), SMFM-AAOGF Scholarship and funding from the University of Colorado Department of
Obstetrics & Gynecology.
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30. Claudin-4 promotes attachment of ovarian tumor cells to the extracellular matrix and
facilitates migration.
Douglas A. Hicks, Carly E. Galimanis, Patricia G. Webb, Melina Shoni, Kian Behbakht, Heidi. K.
Baumgartner. University of Colorado Denver Anschutz Medical Campus, Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology, Division of Reproductive Sciences, Aurora, CO
Tumor cell dissemination throughout the peritoneal cavity is the main contributing factor to poor
patient outcomes in ovarian cancer. Although it is known that attachment of tumor cells to the
peritoneal mesothelium is a key step in the metastatic process of ovarian cancer, the underlying
molecular mechanisms driving this important stage of tumor progression are not well understood.
The objective of this study was to investigate the potential role for the transmembrane protein
claudin-4 in ovarian tumor cell attachment and migration. Cell attachment and scratch assays were
performed on monolayers of ovarian tumor cells (SKOV3, OVCAR3, PEO4) cultured on different
proteins found in the extracellular matrix of the peritoneal mesothelium (type I collagen, type IV
collagen, fibronectin, and laminin) as well as a non-physiological cell adhesive (Cell-Tak). Number
of cells attached within one hour and percent closure of the wound created by a scratch at 8 hours
was measured in response to claudin-4 disruption (DFYNP mimic peptide) or loss of claudin-4
expression (shRNA-mediated gene silencing). Immunofluorescence of phosphorylated focal
adhesion kinase (pFAK) was also performed to examine formation of focal adhesions in response to
claudin-4 disruption or loss of expression. Results from these studies showed that ovarian tumor
cells preferentially attach to type I collagen and that disruption of claudin-4 inhibited this attachment.
Additionally, movement of tumor cells on type I collagen-coated slides was inhibited with treatment
of the cells with the claudin-4 disrupting peptide or with loss of claudin-4 expression. This inhibition
was not seen with other matrix proteins tested. The size of pFAK-containing focal adhesions was
significantly smaller and fewer adhesions were present in ovarian tumor cells, cultured on type I
collagen, treated with the claudin-4 disrupting peptide or with loss of claudin-4 expression compared
to cells that express high levels of claudin-4. In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel role for
claudin-4 in ovarian tumor cell attachment to the extracellular matrix through interactions with type I
collagen and formation of focal adhesions for tumor cell migration. These observations have
important therapeutic implications for inhibiting the deadly spread of ovarian tumors through the
targeting of claudin-4 activity.
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